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I wonder how many readers spotted something missing from the last issue of QL Today

Usually the penultimaie issue of a volume contains a renewal form. lt did not appear last
time because we needed extra time to consider our future.

Let it be said straight away that we still have our enthusiasm for the magazine. We be-
lieve it has a vital role in keeping the QL community together and are eager to continue,
but we also have to look at harsh realities Developments in the QL community could
mean troubled times for us ahead.

It should be said that my doubts about continuing were greater than Jochen's. ln the past
I have always been optimistic about our long term copy position, but now I am more cau-
tious,

Three factors influenced me Firstly I had been expecting a decline in the volume of QL
news, bu{ it came much more quickly and severely than lhad expected Now there is
news to fill only about half the number of pages that we could fill a year ago. Secondly
there is the change in the Ql-users email group. At one time it was a hot bed of discus-
sion that provided source material about the issues that lived in the QL community. Now
it is developing into more of a technical helpline with minimal discussion. Finally there are

Quanta's problems, When an organisation of 177 members cannot find itself a treasure[
you have to ask whether it remains viable. lf Quanta were to close what effect would it
have on the UK scene? What would be the knock-on effect internationally? How would
that affecl QL Today?

But there is much that remains positive Both Jochen and I particularly enioyed producing
the last issue. lt was gratifying to have so many contributions from outside the UK. 11

gave us a strong feeling that QL Today is something that must not be lost to the QL
community.

This feeling was further reinforced when ldid my annual survey of our achievements in
the past 12 months. Although a year ago we had promised you about 130 pages, in
practice we gave you 172 of which over 867o were editorial There was a grealer variety
of topics than I had expected. ln total 15 Ql-ers wrote for us during the year: Our regular
team of writers have remained loyal through two difficult years and for this we are grate-
ful.

At the Quanta AGM I sounded out opinion about the future of QL Today, lt was clear that
people value the magazine and, more important, wanted it to remain on paper There was
little enthusiasm for an alternative of web publication.

The upshot is that elsewhere in the issue you will find what was missing from the last
one -a renewal form. We hope you will make use of it.

But we ask something more When readers pay for QL Today they have a right to a qua-

lity product We can only provide thal if we get sufficient material for publication as we
have no desire to produce either a smaller or a less frequent magazine. Good though
our regular writers are, they cannot fill all the pages We shall still need your occasional
contributions

Ultimately QL Today is your magazine, and we need your help to ensure its future



QUANTA's Mixed Message
Quanta has 177 members, but not one is pre-
pared to be its lieasurer and once again the or-
ganisation faces an uncertain future. Two years
ago Quanta's committee feared no one would
want 1o be its Chairman and proposed constitu-
tional amendments with contingency plans for an

interim period to continue finding a Chairman be-
fore winding up the organisation. Similar contin-
gency plans were not made for the other officer
posts of Secretary and Treasurer and at lhe re-
cent AGM the committee gave no details of how
Quanta could survive without a Treasurer
Three years ago John Gilpin, the then Treasurel
wrote in the Quanta Magazine that if no new
members were prepared to serve on the com-
mittee then Quanta would have to be wound up

Since that warning there has been an increase in
the size of the committee Dilwyn Jones joined in
2009 as News Editor and later librarian and last
year Keith Dunbar as Web Administrator to work
alongside Web Master Dan Abbott, Waiting in the
wings at this year's AGM were two potential new
committee members Tony Hill will be the first per-
manenl editor of the Quanta Magazine for almost
five years and David Buckley will be joining the
committee for as yel, unspecified duties
Quanta was also able to announce that the re-

cent rapid falls in membership have been
stemmed. There was a net loss of lust 3 mem-
bers last year compared with net losses in ex-
cess of 11 and 13 in the two preceding years
At committee level Quanta has become increa-
singly concentrated in the North of England and
Chairwoman, Sarah Gilpin, expressed concerns
about this in her Annual Report Last year no
committee member lived south of Nottingham
and this year only one committee member lives
in the south. No less than four of the new com-
mittee's seven members are active in Quanta's
Manchester subgroup.
Privately Quanta's officers express a mixture of
disappointment and anger at the lack of interest
in the organisation from members living south of
Birmingham. About a quarter of Quanta members
live in London and the South tast, but only one
attended last year's quarter centenary celebra-
tion. There was also only one person from the
region at this year's AGM. 0f the 16 members
who attended the AGM 3 came from the South,
5 from the Midlands and B from the North. Quanta
had deliberately held the AGM at a Midlands

venue instead of Manchester to facilitate access
for southern members and one officer muttered
to QL Tbday they would have had the same at-
tendance if they had stuck to Manchester

There has been a further decline of interest in

shows. A year ago Sarah Gilpin wrote in the
Quanla Magazine,
'The Comnittee will consjder lhe membershp
requirement f or workshops throughout the
country. Perhaps il is time to look at an
occasional one day workshop in either the
South or the Norfh of the country and expect a
low altendance. The Annual General Meeting
could then become a regular feafure in fhe
Midlands over two days.'
This year the message was more sober,
'Unfortunately it is no longer viable lo sel up
two day workshops".
Quanta's decline in the South Fast has been
rapid Until the middle of the last decade it was by
far the most active Quanta region with regular
workshops in Byfleet and Portslade. However the
last Byfleet workshop was held in 2006 and the
last Portslade workshop in 2007 and there is little
prospect of shows being revived in the area
There are still officially 4 Quanta subgroups in the



region, but two of these, Surrey and Sussex,
have been without a fixed meeting place for
about 4 years.

Quanta's lieasurer crisis comes at a time when
the finances of the organisation are likely to
come under increasing strain making skilled finan-
cial management essential, Technically Quanta
has broken even over the last two years bul ano-
malous factors have made it difficult to analyse
the true strength of its financial position.
ln 2008 there was a financial surplus of t14B but
this was because the magazine crisis meant that
printing and postage costs were at half of their
usual size ln 2009 there was a deficit of t3,050
but this was due to the quarter centenary cele-
brations for which the committee had allocated
up to t3,500 from Quanta's capital The quarler
centenary was celebrated well within this budget
and Quanta was also able to finance the special
silver jubilee magazine and support for the conti-
nental25 year celebration from the money alloca-
ted from the capital.
When the cost of the quarter centenary is re-

moved from the accounts Quanta appears to
have had a successful financial year being able
to absorb substantial extra costs of producing
the magazine, again a knock-on effect from the
2008 magazine crisis, withoul falling into deficit,
Quanta still retains a healthy capital in excess of
r9,000
Quanta's main financial problem is that it has
been unable to live from its subscription income
for over 7 years. Currently subscription income
only covers about three quarters of expenditure.
ln recent years the gap between subscription in-

come and expenditure has been covered by
saies o{ second hand hardware by Rich Mellor
on Quanta's behall but this is a falling source of
income from over t1,000 in 2007 to under [500
last year QL Today understands Quanta's stock
o{ second-hand hardware is rapidly diminishing
and what remains is more suitable for landfill than
eBay
Although Quanta has been able to reduce ex-
penditure on shows and commiltee expenses,
the magazine will continue to be a huge drain on
its resources, Printing costs remain relatively
stable but postage costs are rising each year
and Quanta has been forced to impose an extra
postal surcharge on overseas members who do
not opt for the electronic version of the maga-
zine Financially the electronic magazine has not
brought the benefits that Quanta had hoped for
Although 2 in 5 of overseas members receive the
magazine electronically, only 2 in 14 UK members
have opted for the electronic version

Vi ntage Com puter Festival
Rich Mellor intends to be present al the Vintage
Compuler Festival to be held in Bletchley Park,
Northamptonshire on 19th and 20th June 2010
He adds,
"This year sees lhe celebratian of retro and vin'
tage compulers over a two day Vinlage
Computer Feslival being held af Bletchley Park
Norfhampfonshire, the home of lhe Nafional
Computer Museum and also home of the World
War ll code-breakers, who cracked fhe German
Entgma machine.
We shall
, SHE €M @IERIES 6N i"]'!I']' NEWS SUPPORTUS $Sbe atlen- #
fllH*fl3 ffi vinrage€@Iwo a?y *ry
event, wifh ;l;.i;.;:.!li t-"!*li'f f*Li i *n
a selection EwG

of our hry,*
Festival

stocks - if
there is anything in particular which you would
like us to bring along, please let us know
bef orehand..
Full details of the festival are available at,
http:llwww.tn moc, org/vcfa b.aspx

LEAR PCB-DESIGN v7:14
Dilwyn Jones announces a further update of this
pro$r3rT'|:

Formerly known as PCB-CAD, the program has
undergone quite a few revisions in a fairly short
period of time, including the new name
PCB-Design.
The current version is pointer driven, and now
that the program's design is stable, the older
non-pointered versions have been discontinued.
Here's a list of changes in recent versions,

Version 7.11:

Discrete and SMD libraries updated.

Version 7.12:
Grid colour can be set.
MO-DIP1 library now correctly split into MO-D|PI
and MS-DlP1.
Mouse scroll wheel now changes scale {QPC2)
Build component now demands a valid library lD

Simplified library component determination. Now
just relies on eilher library lD or component bit set
Library lD can now only be cleared using'Krump'

Versian 7.13:
New high density tracking system mode ihat
allows 15 mil track to track spacing with B mil

tracks and 7 mil gaps.



Gerber and Postscript export supports the
new high density mode.
Postscript exporl now fills all pads.

Version 7.14:
Dot matrix and HP-GL export now support the
new high density mode
Help screen exil works correclly again.
Area layer exchange was global for labels on
non library elements This has now been fixed
Area handling of library components improved,
New updated logo and name change {PCB-
Design) to emphasize continued development.
Logo scales to screen resolution.
Area delete and copy now handle components
in library unlock mode correctly.

WEBSITT UPDATES

SELLMYRETRO.COM
Rich Mellor reports:
"fhe new trading websile for retro and vintage
compulers is slarling to gain momentum with
over 3AA auclions currently /isfed, we have
items listed for lhe Sinclair compulers'
Sinclair ZXB1
< http: / /www . sellmyretro. eom/search?
keyword= s ine lair+2x81&phraseType=allirlords >

and Sinclair QL
< http: //www. sellmyretro. com/seareh?
keyword=s inclair+q1&phraseT;pe= all!'iords >

home computers.
lf you have some items to sell unlike e?ay, we
do nof charge listing fees, reservation price
fees, or Buy tt Now fees, We jusl charge a low
final value fee, so yau can have a clear out and
save greally on eBay!'

QL WIKI
Rich Mellor has made some malor
changes to his QL Wiki,
"Thanks to Javier Guerra, I have now
uploaded a new theme fo give fhe Sin-
clair QL Wiki a cleaner and more pro-
fessional layout. fhe wiki appears at
http://www rwapadventures.com/ql-wiki

I have also added some more details
on QL soffware, although this is ex-
tremely slow wark, as there is only me
working on fhis. Unfortunately, I have
more commerciai prqecls in lhe
prpeline on which I need fo concen-
trate my efforfs, due fo having been
made redundant.

ll is a shame that Quanfa did not feel fhat it was
appropriate to help fund lhe QL software pre-
servalion projecl, which would haye safe-
guarded as much QL software as possible for
current and future QL users - I slill feel that fhis
is a very important projecl, if the QL is to
suryiye for any period, but unfartunately,l need
help (financtally and fime wise) to convert
soffware, fesf it rescue soflware from half-
damaged microdrive cartridges and to also get
hold of some of lhe rarer tit/es which appear
't'rom time fo fime on eBay.
I recently had a laok at some of fhe early Sin-
clak QL magazines and was surprised by the
amounl of soflware and hardware which was
listed in the early days, which is now sadly lost
for so it would appear) and still nol eyen men-
fioned on fhe Qt Wik,"
Later he was able to announce substantial im-
provements to the hardware section of the Wiki:
'Thanks to Dilwyn Jones, we haye now comple-
ted a major update fo the information on fhe
hardware side to lhe Sinc/air QL Wiki wilh
piclures of mosf ifems.
We welcome further contributions fo fhe wiki
from the resl of fhe QL community - maybe fhis
is something fhat Quanfa could usefully pro-
mote to its members as a fask?
If anyone has any delai/s of further hardware
ilems or spots any errors or ornissions, please
do gef in touch;

QUANTI(s New Website
Quanta launched the first stage of its new web-
site at its AGM, At the moment it bears a striking
similarity to an expanded version of the old site
and there are still more changes to be made.
ln his 2009 Website report Quanta's Web ad-
ministrator Keith DunbdI wrote:
'lnitially the sife will only conlain basic informa-

Sinclair QL
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tion, but we do plan to introduce a member's
area where the library and lhe QUANIA maga-
zine willbe in accessible form. Also each of lhe
sub groups will have thek own page that they
can update.'
At the moment not all sub groups have respon-
ded to Quanla's request for a contact to maintain
their own web page
Keith also adds,
"Once the new site is made live we will also be
able to host our own surveys using LimeSurvey."
The current Quanta Survey reported in the last
issue of QL Today, was published under Keilh's
personal domain for time scale reasons.

QUAtlTAei fl i'! ii:'itT-

--€-=="-***Eil

She's rather lovely too,lucky Clive!
http:i/kotaku.com/55251 61 /nsfw-computer-tycoon- weds-

former-lapdancer

George Gwilt commenled "From QL lo laptop"
This solved a problenn tor QL Today's team ol
forensic experts. ln

the background to
one of the photos
QL Today took at
the Quanta AGM
we noticed some-
thing that looked
like a crime scene.
Was George being
mugged? Or arres-
ted? No, just con-
fessing to telling bad jokes!

MINERVA Manual Update
Dilwyn Jones reports that thanks to Tony Firsh-
man, he has now placed a replacement manual
for the Minerva mk I and mk ll on his website
It is available to download in PDF format from
http://wwwdilwyn. me.uk/docs/manu als/index.html

{just follow the links at the top down to the TF
Services section and find the entry for Minerva)

&&*trT qq-teF$TA - gm$*rrffiatF*ct *$n t$-ids

&s4*dEet{*sr

?8?e ll$*de$*eqlc*e$at q$- q$s*rs. s${er$E!

QUANTA ls tne hdependent user group for Sln.lair QL rsers
I! was fomed h February 1984 witn ene oim oi providing an
independent source of support for, and sharing jniofiauon
about, &e Sinclair QL. In tme, ii has expaoded its bfref to
indude Fmpatible systems such as the ICL OPD {One per

Desk), cSI Thor, Aurora dnd Q4O/Q6O, as well 6s emulators
of the Si.clair QL running on other platioms.

One of the problems with Quanla's former web-
sites has been a failure lo keep them updated and

Quanta hopes that a new content management
syslem will alleviate this problem ln a recent email
to traders Quanta's new magazine editor Tony Hill,

reminded them that they should update their web
as well as their magazine adverlisemenls.

From the User Croup
The Ql-users email group provided two lighter
items for our news section.
Tobias Froschle reported that he had discovered
a limerick embedded in the code of Computer
One monitor,

dc.b tA young mar

dc.b tn called Paddy Malonetr$0a
dc.b fDecided to try to clone

clone. tr$0a
dc.b rThe mess on the heaptr$Oa
dc.b t0aused the Quantum to

Leapr , $0a
dc. b rAnd transport hin off to

the Unknown. rr$Oar0

He wondered whether Ql-ers had discovered
similar things in other software, but no one re-
plied. QL Today understands that one QL pro-
grammer always embeds "QL forever"in his pro-
grams even when written for other systems.

NeilRiley came with a juicy piece of gossip,
"Well I never 69yr old Srr Clive Sinclair has wed
a former Lap dancer.



"QL & MAC are 25" Show
Urs Kiinig writes,
'll is a whiie since the shor'n Buf fhere is slill
news. The phofos (more than 300 pictures)
have been online since Novenber 2AA9 but in
good old Sinclair manner it took longer than
esfimafed to complete the aftershow-webpage,
;-) But it's ready naw.
Wrth the recent QLvsJAGUAR website updafe,
the QL-Mac-Show page now holds ll presenta-
fions of fhe various sessions in both Microsoft
PowerPoint (PPT) and Adobe Acrobat (PDF)

formats. ln addition you can watch related
videos on You'ilbe.
Latesl update (May 20i0) is that the lost QL
software played or hacked with in the exhibition
is available on the webpage This includes Rota-
ting Head Demo by Mark J. Swift, Elite Demo by
Dave Barker QL S*Y*N*T*H by Simon N Good-
win, QTop by Urs Kbnig. URL of the QL-Mac-
Show webpage is,

http://tinyu rl.com/q l-mac-show

Don't forget to have a look at Linus Torvalds {the
creator of the Linux kernel) GMOVE software blit-
ter for the QL on the QL-is-25 webpage URL's
3te :

http:/lti nyu rl.com/ql-is-25
http:/iwww.qlvsjaguar. homepage.bluewin.ch/

Q L_Lin us_Torvalds.html

ln addition to the aftershow stuff luploaded more
pictures and videos of past QL shows to Win-
dows Live Skydrive and YouTube.

Corresponding to QL Today V14 13, the pictures
used in my "The lost treasures in-depth' article
are available on my Windows Live Photo Gallery
URL is,

http://cid-c250d 874898Oce5a.skydrive. live.com/

browse.aspx/Sinclai10/020Q L/QLmag azinesl
PicturesUsed I n MyArticles
lf you're interested in more audio/visual QL re-
sources you may try out one of these URLs,
http://ti nyu rl.comi ql-story

http://tinyurl.com/ql-pics
http://tinyurl.com/qFvideos

Sad News
Dilwyn Jones writes' Darren Branagh got in

touch this morning to inform me that his old
friend, long time lrish QL User Hilary o'Kelly, had
a lucky escape and was fortunately only slightly
injured when his house in Laragh, County
Wicklow, burned down earlier today (13th May)
following a fire caused by a defective gas heater
lhad the privilege of meeting Hilary several times,
both while visiting Darren Branagh when he lived
in County Wicklow and on occasions when Hilary
and Darren came over to Britain for Quanta
workshops
At the moment, it looks like Hilary may have lost
EVERYTHING, including clothing, furniture, com-
puters, etc. His home is so badly damaged by the
fire it looks like he may not be able to return
there in the shorl term at least, and is living with
Darren's parents for now
Hilary is 77 years of age and a man of modest
means who was unable to afford full insurance,
so Darren has asked me if I could make an ap-
peal for equipment to replace Hilary's beloved
QL, in the hope that this would perhaps help take
his mind otf the worst of the situation lf you think
you may be able to help in any way, please
contact Darren Branagh via his

emailaddress
darrenbranagh@gmail,com

Geoff has already wrilten in his Editorial about
the renewal situation. I have to write about the
frnancial side, and I have written about the
considerations more or less every year Printing
costs could go up, postage is quite likely to go
up at the beginning of next yea[ as il does in

Holland more or less every year etc.
We have given you a lot more pages than we
promised at the beginning of this volume
(including the current issue), but the calculation
was based on having to send two issues from
Austria and two issues from Germany lt worked
out that I was able to send all issues from Aus-

tria, where the postage is lower .. and this made
up for the extra pages.
As far as I can work out right now I should be
able to send at least two issues of the next
volume from Austria. Assuming an average of 32
pages (or a few more, with your help) per issue,
and praying that Austria does not raise the
postage price, I don't need to care about Hol-
land's postage increase as I won't send anything
from Holland anyway or at least only two
issues. lt is a calculation with so many factors out
of my control - like it was in the past - that it is
not a real calculation anyway.



It is more a "guess and hope", and as you can
imagine, there's not been much to earn for some
time now All the base costs {like printing the
masters, driving to the printer picking up the
magazine when il is ready) are the same, or
actually higher every yeat, and even more
unfortunately, for fewer readers. I am glad to still

have so many trusty readers, but there are

factors which nobody can control which lead to a

slightly shrinking readership .., after all, the
QL has existed now for 25126 years and we are
all getting older (for those who have not met me
for a while, lreally turn greyl).

So, good rews: I decided to leave the price for
the subscription as it was last volume, in tUR.
[ven better news for our readers in the UK and
USA: the exchange rate is much better now
"thanks" to the recent very bad news about the
EUR. Do you remember my criticism about the
tUR when it was introduced? I did not even think

at that time that it could turn into something so
big
As I don't know how the currency is going to go,

I have to add some kind of "buffer" to the
exchange rate . but it will still be cheaper for
non-EUR readers than it was last year
Now a linal plea from my side, I did everything I

could do to keep the costs low, and there is one
thing you can do, don't wait for reminders, renew
now There's a form at the end of the magazine,
which you can copy, and there's also a separate
sheet with the address label to make it even
easler for you.

Sending out reminders is very expensive a

letter to the USA costs EUR 1.70 in postage -

which is way over 2 US$ (at least still at the time I

write this)

So please help in keeping the costs of the
magazine down .,. reminders are really expensive,
therefore...

[ffiilllllilow!
This is a pair of extensions to BASIC written by
Malcolm Lear lt actually comes as two separate
exlension files. The first includes CD and CDp for
changing dala and program defaults The other
the one I am interested in for the purposes of lhis
article, is a redefined EDIT command.
The new EDIT command can behave like the old
one, but also allows you io specify a string in

place of a line number The string is the name of
a procedure or function, tDlT then starts editing
at the line at which that procedure or function is

defined, Nice and simple - the edit command
retains its previous facilities but now also gains a

useful new facilily.-lb 
install the extension, just LRTSPR the file

called tDlT*BlN and that's itl Those into assem-
bler can even study the source file, EDIT-ASM.
A nice, neat and simple little aid for the S*BASIC
programmer
It can be downloaded from the Toolkits page on
my website at
http//www.dilwyn.me.uUtUindex. html

CD and EDIT DIY Toolkit
Simon Goodwin has written a number of very
useful little extensions which can be of great
help to the S*BASIC programmer As you would
expeci from Simon, they are well written, well
documented, very simple 1o use and you get the
source files as well if you want to have a look at

how it was written,
The DIY 

-lbolkit 
series appeared in QL World

magazine over a number of years and Simon ga-

thered them into a series of 24 volumes on disk,
identified by a letter of the alphabet. When you
get the DIY Toolkit, all you have to do is identify
the volume for a particular extension or set of
extensions and add them to your collection of
toolkits and extensions and add the appropriate
RISPR/LBYTIS/CALL or LRESPR commands to
your boot programs to install them.
You can download the entire DIY Toolkit series as
a set of three zipped disks frorn my websile at

http://www.dilwyn.me.u k/tUi ndex. htm I

or from Simon's Qdos DIY Toolkit page at

http://simon.mooli.org.uUQL/D lY_Toolkit.html



Simon's page includes a brief list of what is in

each volume, and I'm only going to mention a few
which I have found useful, without going into full

detail of every single extension, which would
probably fill up a few volumes of the magazine!

Volume A - ALIAS and DEF$
ALIAS is an extension which lets you change the
names of existing QL commands, a simple rea-
son for this mighl be someone whose first lan-
guage is not English wishing to rename QL com-
mands to his or her own first language, e.g.

ALIAS "OPLN" TO OUVRE for a French speaker
These name changes can survive a NIW or
LOAD and remain available throughout a session,
but would obviously need to be redefined again
afler a reset or switch-on. ALIAS can only
change the names of resident procedures and
{unctions (not keywords in ROM like PRINT or
END or RtPeat), but this in rtself can be very
useful. lts use is restrrcted to environments which
feature a name table, so interpreted SuperBASlC
is OK, but Supercharged or Turbo compiled pro-
grams would not allow the use of ALIAS inside
the compiled program.
ALIAS forms a set when used with some other
DIY-lbolkit keywords such as FORGIT in volume
B, but is quite useful by itsell

-DtF$ and -DEFYo are extension
help with editing procedures and
name ralher than line number Jan
Jones and Tony Tebby went to
great lengths to give us a version
of BASIC which is highly structured
and not dependent on line numbers
if you avoid keywords like G0T0
and GOSUB, so it is handy 1o have
extensions like this which help with
editing programs in a structured
way
The principle behind these func-
tions is that they bring up a list of
procedure and function names in

functions to
functions by

t-*v:t

the BASIC program in memory and you choose
the one you want to edit from a menu presenled
in the screen window channel you speciflr
Having done this, -DEFYo returns the line number
of the definition which you can use in an ED or
EDIT command without having to look at listings
and printouts to find the line numbers you want
to edit A huge advantage with long S*BASIC
programs,
It comes into its own when you follow Simon's
suggestion in the documentation and define a
convenient ALTKEY or perhaps a HOT*CMD if

using the Hotkey system which simply issues a

quick tD -DtFYo command for rapid editing via a
menu. Something like ALTKEY 'e','tD *DEF0/0' &
CHR${10} By default, the menu is presented in

screen window u2, like the tD command, but you
can specify a different channel number if you
wish, e.g. tD *DEFolo(ill)
Figure 9 shows a fairly typicat ED *DEF0/o menu,
where the names are listed in fi2. ln fact, there
can be more names than the number of lines in

the window the extension will simply scroll the
menu up and down as required. Just use the
cursor up and down arrow keys to move the
highlighl to the name of the routine to be edited
and press ENTER. lf names are too wide for the
window they just get truncated in the list.

The -DtF$ variant just returns the name of the
routine selected - this might come in useful with
Malcolm Lear's extended tDlT command de-
scribed earlier
lnstalling this very useful extension is simply a
matter of LRESPRing the file called DEFS-CODE,
I tend to have this included in my main boot pro-
gram whatever I'm doing, I find it so useful, espe-
cially for long programs wrth so many routines
defined I forget some of the names, and it also
saves a lot of typing - which would you find
easier in the example shown in Figure 9,

ED QFIND( tselect-SysteruPalette' )
or just

ED _rnr%?

Figure 9 - Atypical -DEF% edit selection list

Volume M - MultiBasic
I'm not going to say too much about this one, as
it's not a programming aid per se, but if you are a
QDOS user and envious of the multiple SBASIC
jobs you can create in SMSQ/F or the multiple
BASICs in Minerva, this DIY Toolkit set will give
QDOS or Thor Argos users multiple BASICs as
well. ln other words, have multiple BASIC pro-
grams in memory at the same time. Very handy!
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Volume R - Replace
Ever been in the situation that you regret using a
particular variable name, perhaps because it cla-
shes wilh the name of an extension in that new
toolkit you start using? Yes, you have to go
through your program changing the variable
name by hand which can take ages and is error
prone. You can't be certain you've found and re-
placed all of the variable name references.
Which is where the REPLACE extension comes
in. LRESPR the extension, load the BASIC pro-
gram and it works on that program in memory
Suppose you've used the variable f$ and want
to change it to a more meaningful name such as
filename$.
REPTACH f$,filenane$

Replace only works with unquoted variable
names, including array names. Try to change pro-

cedure or function names with this exlension and
you may get an error due to the way that Super
BASIC parameter passing works. But despite lhis
limitation it's still a great facility lor changing vari-
able names automatically throughout a BASIC
program.
Note that if your program uses Minerva lnteger
Tokenisation, you may need a second version of
REPLACE, which is supplied on the disk to cope
with the slight changes introduced by the Miner-
va ROM in this respect.

QCOPY
Barry Ansell wrote this tittle routine hijacker
called QCOPY which lets you copy routines out
of a QSAVEd fite. Normal BASIC programs are
saved as plain text files, which can be viewed
just by copying them to the screen, for example.
QSAVT was originally a utility by Liberation Soft-
ware, a companion extension to the QREF utility
mentioned last issue. These days, SBASIC on
SMSQIE systems has a compatible extension of
the same name too. QSAVT was originally writ-
ten to speed up the saving of long BASIC pro-
grams, or rather to save them in a format which
could be reloaded with QLOAD much more quick-
ly on QDOS systems than lhe rather slow loading
process of LOAD, which had to retokenise the
program line by line as it loaded Howeve[ BASIC
programs saved with QSAVE were tokenised and
not in viewable ascii form, so it made it rather dif-
ficult to look at and extract routines for inclusion
in other programs.
So QCOPY loads a QSAVEd BASIC program,
which will normally have the filename extension

-sav and lets you play with that file, lt can list
information about the content of a -sav format
BASIC program - see Figure 10 for an example.
You can choose which proc or fn to extract, and
choose to send output to screen, printer file or
the SCRAP system.

Volume X - VOCAB
lf you've ever been frustrated by
the limitations of the EXTRAS
command for listing extension
names installed on your QL,
consider using Simon's VOCAB
extension instead. lt can list names
in columns in a given screen win-
dow and can lisl the 10 Super-
BASIC name types {from 0 for un-

set names such as device names
or filenames. to 9 for residenl func-
tions) separately if required. lf you don'i specify a

name type, all are listed. The syntax of the
command is

VOCAB [#channel, ] [nane-type-rrunber]
The channel number and type number are bolh
optional - delault is channel nl and all name
types.
DIY Tbolkit should be mandatory for all BASIC
programmers. Even if you don't use many of the
exlensions provided, you can still learn quite a lot
by reading Simon's documentation and code.

Figwe fi - Example of QCOPY listing intormation about a

BASIC program

PROCMAN
This is another of my efforts, similar in terms of
what it sets out to do to QCOPY bul handling
standard untokenised programs instead. The
name Procman stands for Procedure Manager
There are two versions, one for pointer driven
systems, the other for non-pointered systems.



The pointer version needs the Menu Extension
from Jochen Merz, but as that's supplied with
most of his QL software, most users are likely to
have it already.
Procman asks you to select a BASIC program,

then loads it and produces a list of procedures
and functions for you to select Tell it which rou-
tines you want to exlract and it will try to build an

output fib consisting of the selected routines ln

other words, you can use it to extract and build
up a library of routines for your programs. Extract
whole routines from your or other people's pro-
grams for inclusion in your own (copyright permit-
ting of course).

Better Basic
One of the many programs released by QL pro-
gramming legend, Chas Dillon. This was pu-

blished by Digital Precision as the "Better Basic
Expert System". They described it thus: 'Super-

BASIC is a super BASIC. lf you want to improve
your programs automatically, and learn as you do
this, get Better Basic."
Looking past the hype, this is a program which
will take a look at your SuperBASlC program {l

am uncertain if it will work correctly with SBASIC,
as it was written before the days of SBASIC,
although it seems to work) and try to tidy it up

It asks you where to load the pro-
gram from (doesn't really under-
stand level 2 directories but can just

about cope with them) and save it
to. Generally the source BASIC
should have the extension -bas
and the saved reworked file will
have the extension -rnm. lt can list
a file as it works, showing what it's
up to, can renumber the lines, refor-
mat the listing - indent the lines so
you can clearly see where loops
and structures start and end and
add some warning text to the pro-

Figure 11- Selecfi,ng procedures/functions in Procman
gram if you wish - and limit the ma-

ximum length of lines if you wish.

Once you've selected the routines, you
can choose lo send the output (the

extracted routines) to a file, lo the
printer to get a printout of the routines,
or to the SCRAP system if you wish to
paste the roulines to other programs.
You can also stuff the filename of the
output file to the stuffer buffer so that
you can just Alt-Space in Basic or
another program to load the file genera-
ted by Procman.
Event though I wrote this little utility
mysell l'm quite proud of it. lt could do
with being updated to work a little better with
modern systems {it can sometimes mess up the
display by outlining a 512x256 screen rather than
just the size of its own window) and perhaps
remove the dependency on the Menu Extension,
but it works well enough and I use it a lot - it is
very handy for creating libraries of BASIC
routines.
Procman can be downloaded from my website at
http://v*rwdilwyn.me.uk/programlindex. htm I

Figure 12 - Betfer Basic Experl Syslem

While it does a pretty good job as it stands, the
source BASIC for this package is now available at
http://www.dilwyn.me.uUcdillon/index.html

for anyone wishing to update it lor more modern
syslems, or make it rewrite BASIC programs in

ways belter suited to individual programming
styles. A version compiled with a more up to date
version of Turbo is available - if you have the
Turbo compiler the source BASIC includes allcom-
piler directives to make it compile pretty easily.
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LNAMES
One of those horrible tasks facing BASIC pro-
grammers who include toolkits in their programs
is trying to work out what extension names the
toolkit uses, to try to ensure thal you don't use
clashing names rn your program. This is where
Adrian lves's LNAMES program comes in. Basi-
cally all it does is look at a toolkit file (or any file
of extensions) and try to list all the names it con-
tains. lt will also try to identify which are proce-
dures and which are functions - the latler are
flagged by a pair of brackets after the name.
Figure 13 shows the main display of the program,
while Figure 14 shows a typical output text, in
this case after the program tackled my
Display-cde toolkit. The list of keywords can be
saved as a plain text file, or copied to the Menu
Extension's Scrap system. ListNames is a pointer
driven program which needs the Menu Exten-
sron.

Figure 13 - LislNames pragram

Scsn sf f i Le: UlHl-bsotup-displug-cde

Sizer llBE hgtes
File uersionr I
Lust upduted: IFSS Hou 6* ?1:24:11
0ffset to Hsmes: 18

SE6HE T,|OUETlETI
sggEg HnERESS{}
$61?4 FYTE$r)
$9179 IIHOnE{}
$819* SYE-UHR{}
$81C6 FLItt_H {}
SBICE FLIH-Y(}
sBls6 FLIH_IJ t)
SgIBE FLIH-H{)
$6??H PTH-EHU{}
$826H HIH_IIHH{}
$933ff GBz{}
$B2g[ FTRUERST}
s8314 [$_UERST)
sB39E illlHUEE$ ()

Figure 14 - Sample output from ListNames

TRACE programs
There are a number of trace programs that you
can gel for SuperBASlC. One such program is
Strace or SuperTrace from Stack Software. This is
now freeware and can be downloaded from the
programming software page on my website,
http://www.dilwyn.me.uUprogramlindex. html

Other such utilities are available to Quanta mem-
bers through the group's Soflware Library.
What these do is to monitor which line and state-
ment number SuperBASlC is executing at the
time and display the numbers on screen in a
small window. Some of these programs will let
you set 'breakpoints' in the BASIC program, so
that you can pause the program at that point and
study what's going wrong in that section of the
program for example.

A trace utility may be of limited use if allit does is

display line and slatement numbers. Some
programs may be so convoluted that a
rapidly changing display of line numbers is

not really helpful, Some of these programs
will let you pause BASIC, a few might let
you 'single step' the BASIC program,
which makes it easier to follow what's
going on. Facilities differ from program to
program, so it's hard to give a recommen-
dation as to which is best to use. Some
programs include the source code (usual-

ly in assembler) so experienced program-
mers may be able to modify the code
slightly to achieve their desired results.

You may have noticed that I have referred to
these trace programs in the context of Super-
BASIC. Sadly, the BASIC variables used by these
trace programs are not used in SBASIC, so these
Trace programs are doomed to failure on
SMSQ/E systems.

Structured SuperBasic (SSB)
SSB is Tim Swenson's development system for
S*BASIC users. Rather than being just a pro-
gramming aid, it's more of a programming envi-
ronment. lt changes the way you write BASIC
programs for the QL.
S*Basic is a structured language. lt's designed to
be entered with line numbers, but if you use
struclured programming techniques, without
using line numbers and GOTO commands, you
can just as easily write S*Basic programs in a
text editor as is done with C and other program-
ming languages.



This is the core function
of SSB. You write pro-
grams in a text editot
without line numbers,
and optionally sptitting
the program into several
separate modules as
you might do with a C

or assembler program.
The SSB program then
does the hard work of
turning it into a usable
BASIC program, or
getting it compiled.
It has the advantage
that you can create and
edit a BASIC program in an editor with the
freedoms that entails - not being tied down to
line numbers, use of a text editor's features such
as search, replace, copy paste and so on, ability
to write programs as modules which can be
linked together later and only committing to an
actual S*BASIC program once you have written
and typed in the necessary parts of the code.
There are some additional directives tcommands
speci{ic to SSB} you can include to control the
BASIC code generated - more about this below.
The slight downside of this is that it is a change
in the way of working which may take a while to
get used to, plus of course a text editor can't
check S*BASIC syntax, so you have to wail for
that until you get to make it into an actual
S*BASIC program later So while it can be a
powerful way to write modular BASIC programs,
you do have to get used to a very dilferent way
of doing things. lt can be quite useful for people
like me who tend to have a library of core rou-
tines lor my programs, which I can just join to my
programs with a HINCLUDE directive in the main
SSB file I am writing for my program.
A program called ssb262-exe is executed to
convert the SSB program text file to a S*BASIC
file. This takes the SSB file{s) you created and
builds the output BASIC program. lt asks you for
input file (the SSB file you created), the output file
to create, and the first line number and increment
steps - usually the program would start at a line
like line 100 and every line would have a number
higher by 10 than ils predecessor

ln addition to allowing programs to be written as
multiple modules, SSB allows a degree of
conditional compilation using *p6plNE directives
in the SSB program file. The author gives the
example of a program which needs to use diffe-

Figwe 15- Tfte SSB execulable.

rent codes to run on SuperBASlC systems,
Minerva MulllBasic systerns and as an SBASIC

iob Subsequent ilIFDEF directives can then
cause different code to be included in the output
BASIC file generated.
ln addition to what lhave mentioned so far there
is also a program called SSBGO to automate the
use of SSB and the Qliberator BASIC compiler
This runs a program through SSB, loads the
program into SuperBASlC, saves the program
from SuperBASlC, runs a utility called GREP to
scan the resultant program generated lor any
'MlSTake" keywords inserted into the Super-
BASIC program by the interpreter {usually means
you got the syntax of that line wrongl), and finally
starts Qliberator to compile the program. Auto-
mation like this helps make the effort of learning
the SSB system worthwhile.
ln fact the author goes even further and de-
scribes using the MAKE utility from CGB with
SSB. I won't say much else about this as lam nol
familiar with MAKE myself.
The author also describes the use of the Revi-
sion Control System with SSB, to keep track of
changes in software versions as you develop
them over the years.

Conclusion
While SuperBASlC and SBASIC are simple to use
programming languages which allow us to write
our own programs for the QL and its compatibles
quickly and easy, I hope I have shown that there
are some very useful and simple to use pro-
grams and tools out there which can add to our
programming experience and generally make life
easier and add facilities we may not have consi-
dered before.



Last time we mentioned a spigot algorithm* lhat
generated digits of e, and now we will add it to
the algorilhm for digits of Pl.

l've mucked about with the previous listing
'SpigotWander-bas', and if you merge this listing
wilh it you will hopefully have a new and im-
proved(?) program. As before the radix and
number of digits wanted are enlered. Then the Pl

spigot is turned on by the PROCedure

'get-Pl-digits' and then the e spigot is opened by
the PROCedure 'get-e-digits'. The PROCedure
'wander' shows the Brownian{?} paths for the
digits of Pl, the digits of e, and the combined mix
of digits from both Pl and e.
* A.H.J. Sale

"The Calculation of e to many significant dtgils"
Computer Journal, Volume 11, 1968, p ages 2 29-23O

100
110
120
135
200
210
230
26L
262
263
261+

268
380
A9

800
840
900
920
1020
t022
1025
1030
1060
1180
12]:A
L211
1212
L2L3

1.215
1270
7272
L275
12?7
7278
1280
L285
7290

1300
L3LA
1320
1330
t335
]3'4a
L31L
13t2
73/+3

REMark Sp igotJl-e-l,Iander-wip
REMark HL Schaaf May 1, 2010
R$ilark for QL Today, C,G#l+g

REMark ref: AHJ Sale 1968
n99$ = radix -1
IF radixrlO : n99$ = CHR$(54 + radix)
n99$=radix-1

PRINT \rgetting Pll
getJl-digits
PRINT \rgetting e'
get-e-digits
DEFine PROCedure getJl-diglts
FORi=1T0(aw+10)

d$ = rl$&FILt$(n99$,ni"nes)

decinalize pi$
END DEFine getJl-digits

angle = J6
IF pow< > INT(pow): angle = 36A1base
PRINT #2;dw;" QL random digits
0-x; (360langle)-r

INK 6
FORi=1T0dw+1
IF pi$(i)='.t : NEXT i-
IF CoDE(pi$(i) ) ( 58 rHs\l

TURNT0 angle x pi$(i)
EISE

TUnNTO anslex (CoDs(pi$(i) ) -f i)
EI{D IF
TIIRNTo#2, anglexRND{0, (360,zang1e)

-1)
Movs 1
MOVE #2,1

END FOR i
INK 2 :P0IM 0,0 : PEND0UN

PRINT dw;I digits of er
FORi=1T0dw+1
IF e$(i) = f.r : NEXT i
IF C0DE(e$(i)).5s THEN
TIIRNTO angle x e$(i)

134t, ELSE
L345 rIlRNrO anslex(c0De(e$(i))-55)
1350 END IF
L3'5 MOVE 1
L36O :

1365 sND FoR i
1368 combine
r-372 rNK 6
1376 PRINT #O;"radix = trlradix
1/100 DEFine PR00edure dectunalize (pie$)
7/+l+0 dp = t. I INSTR pie$
1450 FoRi=1Tom(pi.eg)
&9A rr pie$(i) rNSTR(tal234r6789r) THEN
1500 pv = pie$(i)
752A pv = C0Dr(pie$(i))-ff
L570 IF pie$==pi$ AND sun == PI : EXIT i
7175 IF pie$=-sg AND sum == EXP(1): EXIT i
L585 PRINT "deej-ma1 check ";sum
1600 DEFine PR00edure get-e-dlgits
1610 kf = radix
1620 e$ = t2.l
1630 IF kf = 2: e$ = t16.t
1640 dw% = dw
1650 start = DATE
1660 pow = t0c10(kf)
1670 base = 10-pow
L68o n% = /+

1690 test = INT(d!rg+2)xtN(base)
1700 REMark PAINT ttest = t;test
1710 REPeat loop
L72A a%=m%+L
L730 ehk = ngx(I,}l(ng)-1)+. 5xtN(exPIxrn%)
7740 IF chk r test : EXfT loop
1750 END REPeat loop
LT6A n% = m% +2
1770 PRINT 'sise of alray is t;m%

1?80 DII'{ coet%(n%)
1790 FOR j = 1 IO n% : coef#(j) = 1 : END

Fon j
1800FORi=1T0dw$
1810 carffi = O

1820 rOR j = n# T0 2 STEP -1
1330 temP = eaet%{i)xbase + eattYg
184.0 earryfl = tenp DIV j
1810 coef$(i) = temp M6D i
1860 END FoR j
18?0 IF (pow == fNT(pow) AND (pow > 1))

THEN



1880 FOR j = pow T0 L STEP -1
1890 fF earryf ( 10-(j-1) : e$=s$ftt6t
1900 H\lD rOR j
1910 END IF
1920 TF catty% >= 10 AND (powllNT(pow))
!930 e$ = e$ & cHR$(55+earryf)
1940 ErsE
t9r0 carry$ = carty!6
L960 IF tEN(carry$)< INT(pow) THEN
L97O carry$ = FILI$('0', (INT(pow)-r)-

LEN(carry$))& earry$
1980 END IF
1990 e$ = e$ & carrY$
2OOO END IF
2010 PRINT #0;e$
2020 IF LEN(e$),(1+dwg) : EXIT i
2O3O END FOR i
2040 e$= e$(Tg r+dwl)
2050 PRINT \e$\tElt(e$)-t;' aigits in

I;DATE - start;r seconds'
2060 deci-nalize e$
2070 END DEFine get-e-digits
2080 :

2090 DEFine PRO0edure conbiae
2100 INK 4 :P0INT 0,0 : PEI'JD0WN

2110 PRIN? dvlr eonbined digits of PI & e'
2120FORi=1T0dw+1
2130 rF (e$(i) - '.') 0R (pi$(i) - '.') :

NEXT i
2L4o rF coDE(e$(i)).4e fl{EN
27rO e-digit = e$(i)
2160 ErSE
2170 e-digit = coDE(e$(i))-Sf
2180 END IF
2190 rF c0DE(pi$(i)),48 TTIEN

22a0 pldigit = pi$(i)
2210 EISE
2220 pldigit = CODE(pi$(i))-Y
22fO END IF
2210 TURNT0 angle x e-digit
2210 MovE .5
2260 TIIRNT0 angle x pi-digit
2270 MOVE .5
2280 END FOR i
2290 END DEFine combine
2300 REItIark : End of Listing

Computers can easily do calculations on numbers provided they are integers. This usually means that
the numbers range from -32768 to +32767. Such numbers fit into one word of i6 bits. Of course the
answers to any operalion must be within that range otherwise an overflow error will occut:
Multiplication, addition and subtraction all obviously lead to inlegral answers. ln the case of division,
where the answer could well contain a fraction, lhe resull is presented by the computer as an integer
and a remainder The integer is the rounded integral part of the true answer and the remainder is
what's left.

Floating Point Format
lf you are using pencil and pape[ you can easily write down integers outside the range -32768 to
+32767. A hundred digit number just takes a bit longer to write than one of three digits. lf you want to
wrile down a number with a kaction, you iust put a point between the whole number and the fractional
part. But how does a computer cope? The answer is that it uses floating point notation to represent
numbers outside the integer range allowed ln this notation you have two elements, an intege[ called a

mantissa, and an exponenl Thus, the number 2000 in floating point notation could be:
2F,3

The integer or mantissa, 2 is multiplied by 10 raised to the power 3.

This representation is not unique The number could equally well be wrilten as,
20000E-1

Technically speaking, as I have indicated, lhe integer in these examples is called the mantissa. As you
can see, in these examples the same number is represented if the mantissa is multiplied by the kth
power of 10 and the exponent is reduced by k.

Since a computer does not have infinite storage, both the manlissa and the exponent must be
restricted in size. This implies that a floating point number is not always exactly equal to the number it
represents. To make lhe number as accurate as possible, the manlissa is taken to hold as many
significanl digits as possible. This holds for all numbers except zero which is represented by a zero
exponent and zero mantissa.



ln the QL the mantissa is a signed number of length 32 bits. You will see then that bit 31 of the man-
tissa musl not equal bit 32. Apart from thal lhe mantissa can contain any array of bits. lhe range of
values is thus

2^30 to 2^31-t and -(2i30+t-) to -(2^3r)

The exponent is a 12-bit number e, ranging from 0 to 4095. The actual exponent, E, say is calculated
3S:

e - 2079.

Thus the actual exponent ranges from -2079 to 2016.

The index and mantissa are held in a three word space as shown below.

I oooo I rz-uit exponent I 32-bit mantissa

(-- Word (e) --) (-- Long word (M) --)

So, if the mantissa has value M, the actualnumber represented is:

2^(e - 2079)xvr

For example the number I would be $080140000000

The calculation is 2^{$801-2079)x$40000000
or 2^{2049-2079)*2^30
nr ?^-?O*?^?O

which is 1.

Floati ng Point Arithmetic
Now that we have a way of representing numbers outside the common integer range it might be
interesting lo see how to perform the simple operalions of addition, subtraction, multiplication and
division.
Perhaps the easiest operation is multiplication. lt is fairly obvious, I hope, that the way of doing this is
to multiply lhe mantissae (or is it mantissas?) fEd. manlisssael and add the exponents. The result of
the multiplication will have to be scaled so that it fits into a 32 bit long word and the exponent will
have to be adjusted accordingly.
Division is much the same as multiplication. That is, you divide one mantissa by the other making sure
that you take enough places to allow the answer to be scaled. One exponent is subtracted from the
other and then adjusted according to the scaling of the answer's mantissa.
Addition and sublraction are perhaps more tiresome. lf the exponents of the two numbers are the
same, then the operation takes place on the two mantissae, which is easy enough, though the answer
may have to be scaled. lf one exponent is smaller than the other; then the number with the smaller
exponent must be scaled so that its exponent equals that of the other Then the operation can take
place on the mantissae.
You can see from this that floating point arithmetic is not wholly straightforward.

The QL Assembler Solution
lf you are using SuperBASlC or SBASIC {S*BASIC) all the complexities of floating point arithmelic are
hidden from sight. For example you can write:

Z=X*I
or

z%=x%+y%

without even being aware that the first operation requires floating point arithmetic while the latter does
not.



You might think that an assembler program using floating point variables would be pretty complex
compared with one dealing just with integers. This is not the case with the QL. Since software had to
exist to allow floating point arithmetic in S*BASIC it was relatively easy to adjust the operating system
to allow assembly programmers access to this. The result is the two vectored routines RI-EXEC and
RI-EXECB.
I first used these routines years ago, but stopped doing so when I bought a Thor 21 which had a
floating point co-processo[ the 68881 Later on some QXLs and later on still the Q40 and Q60 came
along with FPUs. So, having acquired these machines, I continued lo use the FPU for floating point
routines in assembler language.
Recently howevel I have been using QPC2 which is quite a lot faster than even the Q60, but QPC2
does not {yet?} emulate a Motorola FPU so I now have reverted to the Rl-EXtC and RI-EXECB
vectors for floating point operations.
You may well wonder why anyone would go to the trouble of using assembler for these calculations
considering how easy it is to use S*BASIC. The answer is speed. lf you want to produce Mandelbrot
pictures using your own program you will find that S*BASIC, even with QPC2, is pretty slow. By
CALLing an assembler routine you can gain useful speed in an S*BASIC program.
The same applies to several other similar applications.
Ol course you can program the whole operation in assembler but this may not be everyone's cup of
tea.

What I want to do now is concentrate on RI-EXECB. I hope to explain what it can do, how you would
use it and show that it is quite simple to use il for Mandelbrot calculations.

RI-EXECB
The workings of both Rl-tXEC and RI-EXECB are explained by Norman Dunbar in Part 16 of his series
on Assembler This appears in QL Today Vol 11 lssue 2 Sept-Nov 2006,

Briefly then, here is what the registers must contain on entry to the veclor:
A1rA6.L points to the maths stack
A1.A6.L points to the base of the variables area
A3 points to the operation codes

The program to set this going is:

MOVEA.W RI_DGCB,A2
rsR (A2)

{l know that it is suggested that D7.L should be made zero, but that is only for some pre-JS roms and
even then only for some operations.)

Maths Stack
The floating point numbers on which the operations take place are on the maths stack. The first item
on the stack is called TOS (Top Of Stack), and the next number is called NOS {Next On Stack}. There
may well be other numbers on the stack but they are not acronymically defined
ln S*BASIC the pointer to the maths stack (relative to 46) is held in BV-R|P{A6)

Variables Area
ln S*BASIC it can be useful to use the Basic Buffer as the variables area. The address of this buffer

{relative to 46} is at the address found in 46.
The variables area is intended for the storage of floating point numbers which can be transferred lo
and from the maths stack.

The Operation Codes
The codes available in SMSQ/E are a combination of the original ones in the QL and the new ones
invented for Minerva. These are listed in various places and not all of them are correct. I think that the
ones listed here are correct for SMSQ/E The codes wilh odd values are those from Minerva and must
not be used in QL operating systems.



$oo
$01
$02
$03
$o/-
$05
$06
$07

$56
$6e
$79
$88
$98
$AB
$A7

Value M:nemonic Description

$oe
$09
$oA
$0c
$oD
$on
$or'
$10
$11
$12
$13
$1/.
$15
$16
$17
$18
$1A
$1C
$18
t20

$22
$23
$21
$26
$28
$29
$2A
$2c
$2E
$30
$32

qa-end End of list
qa-one Push 1 (float)
qa--nint Round f! to nearest word integer
qa-zero Push 0 (float)
qeint Truncate f! to integer
qa-x Push following byte (-128 to 727)
qa--n1int Round fp to nearest long integer
qa-k Push constant according to following byte

Following constants are:
qek pi180 pil180
eak-loge fog10(e)
qak-pi6 pi/6
qak-1n2 1n(2)
qek*sqrt3 sqrt(3)
qak pi pl
qak-pi2 pL/2

qa-f1oat Integer word to $
qa-f1ong Long word to fp
qa-add Add T0S to NOS

qa*sub Subtract T0S from NOS

qa-ha1ve IAS/2
qa-nul T0S*N0S
qa-doub1 T0Sl(2
qa-div NOS/TOS
qa-recip 1/T0S
qa-abs Absolute value
qa-ro11 (roS)e,CrA -, (tos)R,n,C ro11 Jrd to top
qa-neg Negate
qa-over NOS-)T0S (ArB -) BrArB)
qa-dup Duplieate
qa-swap N0S(-)T0S
qa-cos cosine
qa-sin sine
qa*tan tangent
qa-eot cotangent
qa-asin arcsine
qa-acos arccosine
qa-atan2 aretangent(NOS/TOS)
qa-atan aretangent
qa*acot arccotangent
qa-sqrt Square root
qa*squar T0S*TOS
qa-1og Natural log
qe110 Base 10 1og
qa-exp Exponential
qa-pwrf NOS^T0S
qa-pi Push pi

Codes $34 to $FF are used to transfer floating point numbers between the variables area and the

maths stack.

The even codes are augmented to negative words by the addition of $FF00 giving a range of $FF34
to $FFFE or -2A4 to -2. These are used as an offset to {44,46.1) to give the address of the floating
point number in the variables area which is transferred to the top of the maths stack. lf one is added to
these codes lhe result is that the number is transferred from the top of the maths stack to the

variables area. Thus the code $FA will result in the number at-6{A4,46.1} being put on the stack $FB

will result in TOS being placed in -6tAa,A6 L).
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You will see from this that there is more than one way of accessing a particular address in the
variables area. lf a particular address has oflset F from 46 and if K is the value of A4 then the offset
kom {A4,A6.1} is R where

R+K=F

There are, in general, several pairs o{ R and K whose sum equals F This implies that there is not a

unique way of defining and using the variables area.
The method I use is this. For example, to produce a space for N numbers I will need 6xN bytes. I sel
{A4,A6.L) pointing to the byte iust beyond the end of the 6*N bytes. The offsets from {44,A6.1) for
each of the numbers is thus -6, -12, -18 and so on. The codes to put these numbers on the maths
stack are thus $FA, $F4, $EE and so on.

For clarity I use special codes for transferring numbers between the maths stack and the variables
area. Thus for a variable called varl, say, I define g*varl as the code to transfer varl to the stack and
p-varl as the code to transfer varl from the stack. So, if I have three variables varl, var2 and var3 in

the variables area the equates to define g-varl etc are,

g-vatj equ
g-var2 equ
g-varl equ
p-var1 equ
p-var2 equ
p-varJ equ

-5
g-var)-6
g-var2-6
g_var1+1
g_va12+1
g_varl+1

This assumes that the numbers are set in the variables area in the order varl, var2 and var3, with
A4,A6.L pointing to the byte just beyond the end of var3.

Mandelbrot Example
To show how one string of codes can perform several operations I describe the iteration needed for
one pixel of a Mandelbrot diagram.

The basic iteration is;

zt =z^2+a

where z and a are complex numbers. The iteration is repeated a pre-determined number of times or
until z escapes from a circle o{ radius 2

lf we write:
z

and a

the iterations are,
p' _ p^Z _ q^Z + x

and e' - 2xpxq + y

lassume that the variables stored are:

=p+iq
-x+iy

p
q
p2
q2
x
v

the current value of p
the current value of q
the current value of q^2
the current value of q 2

Here are the operations needed,



Op T0S NOS

g-pz p^2
g-qz q^2
qa-sub p^2 - q.^2
g-x x
qa-add p^2 + q? +x
qa-dup Pt
qa-squar pr2
qa-dup pt ^2

p-p2 pt ^2

g-p p

e-q p
qa-:nu1 Pxq
qa-doubl 2xp*q
gJv
qa*add 2xpxq + Y
qa-dup q'
p-q qt
qa*squar qr2
qa-dup q.t ^2

p-q2 qt^2
qa-add pt ^2 + qt ^2

). /"qo.-rl, T I

qa-sub pt 2 + q.' '2 - lr
qa-swap Pt

pt? + q'^2 - lr
pr^2 + qt^2 - 1

p^2

p^2 - q^2

;'
pt
pt ^2

pt
pt ^2

q
pt ^2

pt ^2

2xpxq
pt ^2

qt
pt ^2

pt ^2

q.t ^2

pt ^2

pt
nl^) t nl^2I/&,Y&
pt
P,'^2 + qt ^2 ' /+

N0TE: T0S = pt

N0TE: p2f stored

N0TE: T0S = el

NOTE: qt stored

NOTE: q2r stored

NOTE: pt stored
N0TE: Finished

This leaves the amount to be tested as the only item on the stack.

t should perhaps make it clear that some 0f the operations used here are available with SMSQIE but

not with QDOS. The results can be obtained in a diflerent way using QDOS. For example the results of
qa-swap can be replaced by defining two variables templ and temp2, say and using:

p*tenp1, p-temp2, g-tenp1, g-temP2

Defining the Variables Area

A - With Executable Programs
A good place lor the variables area in an executable program is its dalaspace, especially if 46 is

made to point to its start. This can be done by
1ea (a6,a4.1), a6

being issued near the program's start.

We can reserve space for four variables, for example, at the start of the dataspace by setting

p-p
0

vars equ

The instruction
lea

4x6

vars, a/t
willset the pointer to the variables area.

B - With Code to be CALLed it is probably best to use the Basic Buffer.
As already been mentioned the address of the Basic Buffer relative to A6, is found at {46). Thus, to
set 44 to the base of the variables area we have:

movea.l (a6), a/* Address of buffer relative to A6
A4 points to the end of the area
Compare the buffer end with A/t

Iea 3x4(a1),a4
enpa.l B{a6),a4
bhi oops ---)

The last two instructions test that the Basic Buffer has enough space.



Welcome to the next part of our series. This lime, we look al the time before Windows appears ...

and this is where we continue in the nexl volume ... enjoy!

Worms in the system
ln 19BB viruses had been circulating freely attached to programs on PC diskettes for several years.

For even longel the academic and science fiction worlds had been toying with ideas for "free living"
agents or worms that travelled around networks of computers carrying out maintenance tasks.

1988 - The Morris Worm

The Morris worm turned sci-fi into realitir This worm brought down many of the VAXs and Sun 3s
running BSD Unix connected to the Arpanet. Diflerent people have interpreted the incident in different
ways, but for me the incident brought the degenerate state of the lT 'establishment" to my attention I

am not referring to Robert Tappan Morris, the author of the worm, but the computer centre managers
and system administrators ol sites with Unix machines connected to the Arpanet.

The worm was analysed in a reporte from Purdue University,

I ntthougn UMX has long been known to have some security weaknesses (fcitations going back to
19791ll, the scope of the break-ins came as a great surprise to almost everyone ... The most
noticeable effect was that systems became more and more loaded with running processes as they
became repeatedly infected. As time went on, some of these machines became so loaded that
they were unable to continue any processing fabout 20 processesl. 

i

Why should this have been a great surprise to anyone? The risks had been known for about a

decade. Even earlier in 1975, Dennis Ritchie had written "The first fact to face is that UNIX was not
developed with security in any realistic sense, in mind"'0. The machines affected were mainly in acade-
mic and research establishments and in the US Department of Defence and they were very lucky as
the worm did not carry a malicious payload. Morris created and released the worm, but it was the
computer centre managers and system administrators that created the conditions that allowed it to
spread. lt appears that, although Morris was convicted, no computer centre manager or system admi-
nistrator lost his lob or was convicted of criminal negligence for connecting Unix systems directly or
indirectly to a public network. This failure to lake aclion against those who were really responsible for
the damage caused by the altack was to have serious consequences.

1990 - Desert Storm
Two years after the Morris Worm, the US launched Operalion Desert Storm and Operation Desert
Shield. The ground had been well prepared: in the intervening period, a group of hackers had placed
backdoors in a number of militarli DoE and DoD servers, using known Unix security flaws, giving them
almost complete freedom to access the US military networks. This time the'worms' had payloads, not
to destroy the systems, but to download everything about US military plans and capabilities. lt appears
that the operation was run for profit from the Netherlands, but it was not profitable as they could not
find any buyers for the informalion. Had allthe potential buyers been there first?

When lfirst heard about this story lhad my doubts, surely those responsible for US military networks
could not be so stupid or negligent that they continued to use Unix machines? But then I came across
the US Navy Computer lncident Response Guidebook"

hltp:i/homes.cerias.purdue.edu/ -spaf/tech-repsi B23.pdf
http:l/wwwtom'yam,or.ip/2238/ref /securpdf
http://all.net/books/ irlnswc/P52 39-19.html

I
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I Many of the cases of unauthorized access to U.S mllitary syslems during Operation Desert Storm
J enrl f)norrtinn l-\acort Qhiald urara lho mrnifactrtinn nf acninnrna rnlirrihr rnrinct thn I lQIand Operation Desert Shield were the manifestation of espionage activity against the USi*"-

: Governmet _ ___
Apparently, the "espionage' attacks were not the majorily of "unauthorized accesses' and that does
not include lhe intrusions that were nol detected - it is just mind boggling.

Everyday worms and other atlacks
Worm attacks continued, carrying payloads such as trolan horses, key loggers and denial of service
co-ordinators. The situation took a turn for the worse when the world's largest software supplier aban-
doned its own system software in favour of a remodelled Unix system. With the arrivalof Windows NT
Microsoft's systems became vulnerable to the same type of attacks as mainstream Unix, culminating
with the "Code Red'worm in July 2001 which cost computer users an estimated $38.
The Morris and Code Red worms exploited fundamental design weakness in the Unix / C execution
model to break programs executing on the target compute[ but other attacks exploited human
fallibility.

ln 2001 I 2402, Gary McKinnon"scanned a large number of computers in the.milnetwork, was able to
access the computers and obtained administralive privileges ... McKinnon would then use the hacked
computer to find additional military and NASA victims'{US Department of Justice). With administralive
privileges, he could have done enormous damage, but he was only 'looking for evidence of UFOs'
How did he get in? Just by using remote login with blank or obvious passwordsl

ln 2003, H. Orman wrote, in The Morris Worm' A Fifteen-Year Perspective'2,

Ioday the Morris worm is remembered as the first of many such attacks, as whal might have been
a wake-up call to system administrators and security researchers, and as the first certain signal to

L ilgT_y[q1tuluPpfl_99ri*84_ojllh9|nlgtg!_tFt it **ffi t.ggisuty_*99__ 
i

'Might have been a wake up call", but it was not. System administrators iusl dozed on with "business as usual".

As the years passed, knowledge about subverting Unix access permissions abounded and j

spread. The number of loopholes, and their varieties, had begun to look unmanageable to many
system administrators and computer-security experts. Two camps developed, one hoping to fix all

the problems, and another advocating keeping one step away from the fnternet.

Why only two camps? Surely the obvious solution was to ditch Unix. A number of attempts were
made to develop'replacements", but, in general these were Unix rebranded, Unix restructured or Unix
rewritten. Even though there were numerous private attempts to create 'better"systems, there were
no significant attempts to deploy systems thal were radically more efficient, radically cleaner radically
more predictable or radically more secure.

1990 - Plan 9
Plan 9 (the title of a sci-fi film) was the BellLabs Unix team's attempt at getting it right the second time
around. What is most striking was the difference between quick and dirty design of the original Unix
and the X Window System, and ihe 'we are going lo get it right' philosophy of the Plan g deve-
lopment. The story in Box B is as it is told by lhe developers". Remember, when you read this text, it
was written by the creators and developers of Unix: there is, therefore, a certain bias! I did not write
Unix, therefore there is a certain bias in my comments.

Apart from the'Unix centric'approach, this discussion starts off very reasonably, explaining why the
central time sharing concept of the 1960s had lost favour and why the personal cornputer systems
that were replacing it were, themselves, far from salisfactory for large organisations Then it slips away
and they end up aiming to build straightforward, archaic 1960s time sharing systerns with central
machines and terminals! Or rather they aimed to emulate this archaic syslems architecture using
cheap or not so cheap microcomputers.

12 IEEE Security & Privacy September/October 2003
13 http://plan9.bell-labs.com/sys/doc/9.html



As the discussion goes on it becomes clear how little functional difference there was between Unix

and Plan 9' the same kernel concept, the user based access rights, the same hierarchical file system
and fhe same vulnerabilifies.

Scaltered throughout the text are lhe keywords "complete"and'consistent'. Compared to the earlier
Unix and X Window System philosophies of not caring about either this is a welcome return to
rigorous design. The authors noted, with some surprise, that taking a general, consistent design
approach actually saved time when it came to extending ihe capability. Why should they have been
surprised? Because by the time they came to extend Plan g, the belief that rigorous, complete and

consistent design can save you time had come to be considered as a sign of incurable mental illness

or senility {see Worse is Better).

Some quotes {circa 1991) lrom Ken Thompson and Rob Pike of Unix and Plan 9 Fame

Obiect oriente d progr amming
. Object-oriented design is the Roman numerals of computing
r We have persistent objects' they're called files

Structured progr ammin g
o lf you want to go somewhere, goto is the best way to get there

Unix
o Not only is Unix dead, it's starting to smell really bad

x
r The X server has to be the biggest program I've ever seen that doesn't do anything for you,

With attitude like that, they cannot be all bad.

Box B - Plan 9 rationale and implementation
Plan 9 began in the laie 1980's as an atiempt io have it both ways: to build a system that was centrally adminis-

tered and cost-effective using cheap modern microcomputers as its computing elements. The idea was to build a

time-sharing system oul of workslations, but in a novel way. Dif{erent computers would handle dilferent tasks'
small, cheap machrnes in people's offices would serve as terminals providing access to large, central, shared re-

sources such as computing servers and file servers. For the centralmachines, the coming wave of shared-memo-

ry multiprocessors seemed obvious candidates fsee "shared memory mulfprocessing" below]. The early catch
phrase was to build a Unix out of a lot ol little systems, not a system out of a lot of little Unixes.

By the mid 1980's, the trend in computing was away from large centralized time-shared computers towards
networks of smallel personal machines, typically Unix 'workstations' fHow isolated from reality can you get?

lJnix had negligible penetration oufside the academic wortdl. People had grown weary of overloaded,
bureaucratic timesharing machines and were eager to move to small, self-maintained systems, even if that meant

a net loss in computing power fMosl people, as they were nof using Unix, saw a massive nel gain in computing
powerJ. As microcomputers became fastel even thal loss was recovered, and this style of compuling remains
popular today.

ln the rush to personal workstations, though, some of their weaknesses were overlooked. First, the operating
system they run, Unix, is itself an old timesharing system and has had trouble adapting to ideas born after it.

Graphics and networking were added to Unix well into its lifetime and remain poorly integrated and difficult to
administer fthe comment is also lrue of MSDOS, lhe dominanf worksfation OS af fhe timel. More important, the

early focus on having private machines made it difficult for networks of machines to serve as seamlessly as the

old monolithic timesharing systems. Timesharing centralized the management and amorlization of costs and

resources;personal compuling fractured, democratized, and ultimately amplified administrative problems ifhis fails

to draw the very important drstinclion between centrafised data and centralised processing - and ther relative
merifs in drfferenf types of organisafion - anolher example of one-size-fifs-allJ.

The problems with Unrx were too deep to fix, but some of its ideas could be brought along. The best was its use

o{ the file system to coordinate naming of and access to resources, even those, such as devices, not traditionally

treated as files. [Ouch!]... our laboratory has a history of building experimenlal peripheral boards. To make it easy
to write device drivers, we want a system that is available in source form fwhal sysfem, other than Unix, requued
you to haye fhe OS source in order to write device drivers?1... llnstead ofl normal Unix-style processes and
light-weight kernel threads, Plan 9 provides a single class of process but allows fine control of the sharing of a
process's resources such as memory and file descriptors fJust lrke Slella and not far from Domesdos c.f. Box 21.

A single class of process is a feasible approach in Plan 9 because the kernel has an efficient system call
interface and cheap process crealion and scheduling fbul still orders of magnitude slower fhan Stella].
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DISA lnterqctive Disossembler ................[V3.041 ..........-..-EUR 29,90
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EosyPlRVersion 4 ................ ...........tV41 EUR 59,90
EosyPTR Version 4- Upgrode from eorlierversions ...-........tV41 EUR 39,90
tertSTplus4potch - now for QPQ QDq q4O, Q60, Auroro .............. ......EUR 10,90

QJMENU Vercion 8 - New! with new, printed Monuol .......[V8.02] ..............EUR 2490
QIMENU Version 8 - Updote from eodier Versions, olso with printed.monuol .............EUR 17,9O
QIMENU Version 8 - NewlUpdote forQLTodoysubscribers, with prtd monuol OlltY EUR 1490
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Jochen Merz, Deutsche Postbank AG,IBAN, DE21 3601 0043 0611 1004 3i i BIC' PBNKDEFF 360
. UK customers can pay in t {convert EUR prices above to I by multiplying with 0.90} to 

-rrrl
Jochen Merz, Account 83795395, Citibank UK, Sort code 30-00-45 . ^^ Merz ott'v'
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'.

r US customers can pay in US$ (convert tUR prices above to US$ .^. ooYoDtv 
'-

by multiplying with 1.30) - no fee for US cheques in US$l Chequo" ' ,,,.u lisr vatid until 30rh or Juty 2010
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25 Years -1991- The Rise of "Worse is Better"
'The rise of worse is better" is a chapter of Richard Gabriel's lament for Lisp'o published in 1991 This

chapter which circulated as a article in its own right, was clearly intended to be provocative and he

adopts the devil's advocate method of argument. lt has often been quoted as the definitive explana-
tion for the dominance of very, very bad system software from the mid 1980s onwards.

He attempted to explain why although Unix and C are clearly 'worse' than'his" Al operating system
and Lisp compiler: the Unix+C pair was apparently more successful. He compared the "New Jersey"

{Bell Labs) "Worse is Better' philosophy with the MIT "Right Thing". These two philosophies are

detailed in Box 9.

The New Jersey approach is described as providing a quick and dirty, incomplete solution which is

then evolved by armies of developers working independently, ultimately the best solution is that which
attracts the most developers. MIT 'Right Thing' approach is described as leading to the interminable
development of slow overly complex, oversized, inefficient programs.

There are some serious flaws in the argumenis. The MIT / New Jersey distinction is nonsense. The X

Window System was quite deliberately designed breaking every one of his'Right Thing'rules - even
more so than Unix - and X was created at MIT ' whereas Plan 9 was designed using a strict 'Right

Thing" philosophy - and Plan 9 was from New Jersey.

The comparison between C and Lisp is no better Two years before the arlicle was written, C had

become mature enough to be standardised as ANSI X3.159-1989, 'only' 20 years after its creation,
whereas Lisp, created 10 years before C, was still evolving and would not be standardised until three
years later as ANSI X3.226-1994. Lisp is, therefore, a better example of the 'New Jersey" approach
than C.

Box 9 - MIT versus New Jersey by Richard Gabriel
The essence ol the [MlT/Stanford] style can be captured by the phrase the right thing ... it is important to get all

of the following characteristics right'
. Simplicity - the design musl be simple, both in implementation and interface. lt is more important for the inter-

face to be simple than the implementation.
o Correctness - the design must be correcl in all observable aspects. lncorrectness is simply not allowed.

e Consistency - the design must noi be inconsistent. A design is allowed to be slightly less simple and less com-
plete to avoid inconsistency. Consistency is as important as correctness.

o Completeness - the design must cover as many important situations as is practical. All reasonably expected
cases must be covered. Simplicity is not allowed to overly reduce completeness.

I believe mosi people would agree that these are good characteristics. I will call the use of this philosophy of
design the MIT approach

The [Unix] worse-is-belter philosophy is only slightly different:
. Simplicity - the design must be simple, both in implementation and interface. lt is more important for the imple-

mentation to be simple than the interface.
o Correctness - the design must be correct in all observable aspects. lt is slightly better to be simple than

correct.
o Consistency - the design must not be overly inconsistent. Consistency can be sacriftced for simplicity in some

cases, but il is better to drop those parts of the design that deal with less common circumstances than to
introduce either implementational complexity or inconsistency.

. Completeness * the design musl cover as many important situations as is practical. All reasonably expected
cases should be covered. Completeness can be sacrificed in favor of any other quality. ln {act, completeness
must sacrificed whenever implementation simplicity is jeopardized. Consislency can be sacrificed to achteve

completeness if simplicity is retained; especially worthless is consistency of interface.

ff

14 http://www.dreamsongs.com/NewFiles/LispGoodNewsBadNews.pdl



His description of the two basic nghf fhing development scenarios is even more peculiar

The big complex system scenario goes like this' First, the Right Thing needs to be designed. Then
its implementation needs to be designed. Finally it is implemented. Because it is the Right Thing, it

has nearly 100% of desired functionality and implementation simplicity was never a concern so it
takes a long lime to implement. lt is large and complex. lt requrres complex tools to use properly
The last 20% takes B0% of the effort, and so the right thing takes a long time to get out, and it only
runs satisfactorily on the most sophisticated hardware.

The diamond-like jewel scenario goes like this:

The right thing takes forever to design, but it is quite small at every point along the way To imple-

ment it to run fast is either impossible or beyond the capabilities of most implementors."

ln a rebuttal'u Richard Gabriel did point out the he was not supporting "Worse is Better'and he came
close to apologising for calling Unix a virus, but his premise remained intact: trying to design software
is totally futile - whatever you do it will turn out oversize and underperforming and the more complete,
coherent and correct you try to make it, the longer it will take to release.

He does not appear to consider the classic"Right Way"scenario.

First, the Right Thing needs to be designed. Then its implementation needs to be designed. Finally

it is implemented. Because the scope is known from the start it has 100% of the design functionali-
ty. Because no short cuts are taken on implementation, no reworking is required, saving time. lt is
compact, clearly structured and efficient. The regularity of the interface makes it easy to use.

Because most of the time is spent buildinq solid foundations, the last B07o is a downhill run so itBecause most of the time is spent building solid foundations, the last B07o i

finished quickly and the system needs only the minimum of resources to run.

It is clear from the Plan 9 article cited above, that the authors of Plan 9 believed that they had imple-

mented The Right Thing in the Right Way. Having been involved in dozens ol developmenl projects

{for quite a few, called in at the last minute panic stage}, I have to admit that projects using a Right

Thing design philosophy may not always follow the Right Way scenario, but they will never result in a

big complex syslem. The most likely problem is that doubts set in half way through the project when
there is still (quite rightly) no visible sign of life. At this point there is a risk the the project veers off into

the quick hack {"Worse is Better'} approach, the software starts ballooning, the errors starl multiplying
and the completion date starts receding. What is worse, this is justified as "pragmatism" to get the
system out "even if it is not perfect".

Richard Gabriel also illustrates these two development philosophies on a specific example, the "PC

loser-ing" problem. The MIT approach to solving the problem was to add complex and fragile code,

after the problem had been identified, to give the"right"results. The Unix "Worse is Better"approach
just gets it wrong but flags the error so that applications can take the necessary corrective action {or
else crash).

The MIT solution was clearly not the "Right Thing" because il the system had been designed accor-
ding to the Right Thing philosophy {the correctness rule}, the problem would not have occurred, Do-

mesdos was designed to be 'correct' so'PC loser-ing" was impossible. This took some thought in
design but, because there was no 'tricky" code or extra error handling, it was faster to implement, it
was more compact, it was fasler in execulion and the applications did not need to allow for an error
that could not occur, in this case, it was the 'Right Thing" done the'Right Way".

Finally, he concludes that the Worse is Better approach wins over the Right Thing because the Right

Thing delays the release and winner is the first to be released, no matter how incomplete, incoherent
or dilficult to use il may be. Even on this he is clearly wrong, Lisp was widely used a decade before
anyone outside BellLabs had ever heard of C, but Lisp lost out to C.

He seems to have missed out on the point, that, in the beginning, Unix and C were freeware. fven if

they were worth less than you paid for them, most organisations'accounting methods did not, and still

do not, consider time wasted as an expense. ln academic establishments, time wasted is'research'.
Lisp and Lisp machines cost money - they never stood a chance.

i5 http://dreamsongs.comlFiles/worse-is-worse.pdi



Behind the rhetoric, there is, however something far more sinister: in computer science courses,
around the world, students were being taught that writing correct, complete, cohereni software was
either impossible or not worth doing and that users are unimportant.

A year before Richard Gabriel's rant, Professor A Tannenbaum published his "Modern Operating
Systems"in which he wrote on the evolution of operating systems "this evolution is very similar to the
evolution from assembly language programming, where the machine came first, to programming in

high level languages, where the programmer came first - programmers are no longer able to write
compact, ef f icient sof tware'6'.

This is an extraordinary "insider view" of computer science. ln the "bad old days' when programmers
were able to write compact, efficient and reliable software, they did not write this compact, efficient
and reliable software for the machine itsell but wrote compact, efficient and reliable software for the
users of the machine.

1991- The Rise and Fall of Virtual Memory
Alihough Unix workstations had suffered from virtual memory for many years, it was only introduced
to mass market personal computers in Mac System 7 in 1991 and Windows 3.1 in 1992

There are three popular views of virtualmemory and at least one controversial view
1. Virtual memory allows you to execute programs that need more than the physical memory of the

computer

2. Virtual memory increases hardware costs and reduces performance.

3. Virtual memory allows the performance to degrade gracefully as demand for memory outstrips
supply.

4. Vrrtualmemory increases the demand for real memory
The idea of virtual memory being virtually unlimited is a simplistic view believed by too many software
developers, but it is vaguely true, provided you do not care at all about usability

That virtual memory is costly is inescapably true. Virtual memory requires additional hardware over
and above that required for memory access protection and all accesses to data and programs are
slowed down - even under the most favourable conditions.

The concept of degrading gracefutly depends on your definition of 'graceful". 25 years ago this was a
ideatistic view of virtual memory, but is now completely unrealistic.

That virtual memory increases the demand for real memory is totally contrary to the theory but
observably true There must, therefore, be something wrong with the theory.

The failings are discussed in Box 10.

The end of virtual memory in sight
ln 2009, there seems to be a certain amount of dispute amongst "tweekies" as to whether it is a good
idea turning off virtual memory on systems such as Windows.

Some tweekies recommend it, others trot out conventional wisdoms such as "you gain no perfor-
mance improvement by turning off the pagefile', clearly without trying it. My own experience on a
rather memory limited portable is thal overall performance is significantly better as I no longer suffer
from slow motion windows. Most software that I use runs perfectly. The only significant problem is
that, from time to time, Firefox gives up with out of memory, usually when il is just sitting around doing
nothing. This is not serious, as it can be restarted, re-opening all the tabs while occupying a few
hundred megabytes less memory.

With diskless computing becoming more common, we can possibly look forward to a future without
virtual memory ln the shorter term, double your RAM every one or two years to keep ahead of virtual
memory guzzlers.

16 This is my own translation of the French translation of a book written in English by a Dutchman.



Box 10 - The failings of virtual memory
Disgracelul degradation

Virtualmemory does allow programs executing to take more memory space than is really available. The principle

is that not all the memory space taken is actually used, having the unused or liltle used space'swapped out' to
disk releases valuable 'real memory' for use. The memory is divided into pages.lf a page is in memory, it can be
accessed almost as fast as il real memory were used. lf there is a "page fault' because the processor tries to
access a page that has been swapped out, there is a long delay The delay does not depend on the memory
overload, but the page fault rale does.

25 years ago, a typical average disk access time was about 40ms with memory cycle times o{ aboui 400ns' a
ratio of about 100,000 times. A one in ten thousand page fault rate would have caused a computer to run 10

times more slowly than the "benchmark'speed, this could be considered graceluldegradaiion.

ln 2009, an optimistic typical average disk access time is about 6ms with Ll cache access times o{ lns, a ratio of
about 6,000,000 times. A one in ten thousand page fault rate will cause a modern desktop compuler to run 600
times more slowly than the'benchmark'{11 cache} speed' this cannot be considered to be gracefuldegradation.

Whal is lhe memory overload thal will cause a one in ten lhousand page fault? There is no simple answer as it
depends on the details of the memory usage of all the programs executing. Experience with a fairly large variety
of PCs from Windows 95 onwards (business and private usage) has indicated that users tend to think that their
machine is suffering from viruses (slow erratic execution) when the memory overload reaches 20%-30%.

For at least a decade, the standard cure for PC performance problems has not been to increase the processor

speed, but to increase the size of the RAM to avoid using virtual memory.

The costs of virlualmemory

Virtualmemory requires a dynamic address translation unit (more commonly and incorrectly known these days as
a memory managemeni unit, MMU, although it does not do any memory management). This translates the 'virtual

addresses' seen by the processor into the real memory addresses and raises a page fault error if the virtual
address is not in realmemory.

25 years ago, MMUs were more expensive than processors. ln 2009, lhey are buill into the processor bus
interface and, possibly, account {or less than 20% of the processor cost.

The address translation in the MMU is not free, it takes time to calculate lhe real memory address {ii there is one)

for each and every access to data or program. 25 years ago, this typically added 20% to the memory access
time under the most favourable conditions. ln 2009, it not only adds overheads to exlernal memory accesses bul
complicates caching as well.

Virtual memory increases the demand for realmemory
'We all'know that this is true, but why?

The glib answer is in Parkinson's law as applied lo computer ffierrlor!: 'programs expand to fill the avarlable

memory'. The result is that the virtualmemory space fills up, overloading the real memory. ls this inevitable? Why
should this happen? Why should this be serious?

On introducing virtualmemor)t there is an immediate effect and a more pernicious longer term effect.

ln the the short term, memory overload occurs with applications wrillen BVM (before virtual memory) for two
main reasons.

l. Wellbehaved software, such as the older versions of Microso{t Word, will check whether there is enough
room before taking extra temporary working memory Wilhout virlual memory, fall back methods are used if

there is not enough realmemory. With virtualmemory extra memory always seems to be available so it will
be taken and the availability of virtual memory willautomatically increase the demand for realmemory.

2. With virtual memorll users can start applications for which there is not enough room in realmemory without
stopping other applications. This results in instant memory overload which can make it almost impossible to
remove any of the applications as the machine has become so slow {ln one extreme case I had to deal with a

PC that that had been "corrupted' by a minor sollware upgrade, il look more than 25 minutes to slart up - the
user thought it was dead, but it was just a simple memory overload).

ln the longer term, memory overload occurs with applications written AVM {after virtual memory} because many
developers have adopted the attitude that memory is unlimited and they iust do nol care.



tEditor:l First, lwo apologies to lan: one for
having held back his second article for two
issues - but there's a good reason for thr's: we
do not have very many hardware articles, so
we thought if would be a good idea to spread it
a bit.
When I sfarfed with fhe layaut of fhis article, I
noticed lhat I used the wrong picture fo go with
lans GPS article rn lssue l of Volume 14.

The corecl picfure, which should have been
prinfed together with the arficle of issue t, is
shown to the righL

And naw enioy the next of lans very interesting
hardware arlicles...

ln my first article on improving the QL ernulator
l/0 published in volume 12, issue 3 of QL loday I

showed how you can get parallel inputs and

outputs via the RS232 port on your PC As pro-

mised in that article here is the second part deal-
ing with the oscilloscope project. This, in the
event took me longer than I expected, sorting
out routines to carry out the FFT {Fast Fourier
iiansform). More on this later
The hardware for this project was originally pu-

blished in the August and September 2AA7
issues of Everyday Practical ilectronics maga-
zine. The project has two PCB's one handles the
analogue processing and contains the analogue
to digital converters. There are two channels on
this card so you have a two channel oscilloscope
as a result. lt is not impossible to change the enti-
re project to deal with more channels. However
you would need to have some PIC programming

experience to achieve this, B channels should be
possible. The basic hardware, with additional in-
put cards can support this. The second card con-
tains the memory and a PIC processor 1o take
the streams of data produced by the analogue to
digital converters in to a RS232 stream. There is

a lot more daia here to be handled, compared to
the parallel l/O project. Because of the higher
data rates involved, 57,600 baud is required A PC

fitted with a RS232 porl or if your PC does not
have one then you can use a USB to RS232 con-
verter However please note, most QL original

hardware will not run at these speeds. The ana-
logue to digltalconverters are able to handle sig-
nals up to 40KHz. Not very high by today's stan-
dards but for simple audio type projects it is

good enough. The signal processing is B bit so
is not CD quality. Also it is more a storage oscil-
loscope. I will explain. There is also a mode you

can put the hardware into which will make the
oscilloscope a B bit digital analyser this aspect I

will not be covering in lhis article, but is not diffi-
cult to achieve As lhave said before we are sup-
posed to be tinkerers. lt is not my aim to give
you a total solution but give you ideas.

The right picture for this arlicle



A storage oscilloscope does what is say on
the tin, it stores a snap shot in time of a wave-
form for you to study in you own time This
also means it is not a real iime device. ln the
case of modern digital oscilloscopes this is
very much the case. lt takes time for the sig-
nal processing to iake place, and the compu-
tet in this case a QL emulator to display the
results. Two points to make here, one is, it is

not a real time device, that is what you see
now did not happen now. Also what you get is

also not continuous, it is a snap shot in time,

over a fixed time span. So you cannot use this
as a continuous waveform streaming device.
This is a limitation of this hardware solution.
Even higher data rates would be required to
achieve this and I do not think even a QL
emulator could keep up with this. Do not under
estimate how much processing power is requi-

red for even relatively low frequencies that
audio has i2OKHz). Taking into account you
need to sample a signal at twice the original
signal frequency That is why an audio CD
runs at 44.IKHz, it is just over what is required
to give you a 20KHz bandwidth, which is lhe
limit of human hearing. The main problem is
you have to process on a continuous basis.
Remember we have to acquire the data, pro-

cess it and display {output) it. lt all takes time.

lf you can solder then you can make this pro-
ject. The PCB and the components are easily
available. The PCB's from Everyday Practical
Electronics{l} publishers and most of the com-
ponents from Farnell{2} lor example, but there
are others places such as RS, Rapid etc. lf you
do not have the ability to program a PIC

(Microcontroller chip), then pre programed
PIC's can be obtained from Magenta Elec-
tronics(3), who advertise in the magazine. You

can use the same power supply that you may
have used for the serial controller card.
The instructions in the original EPE article are
fairly good, I built mine from the instructions to
make sure they were accurate for this article,
and did not find any problems and my boards
worked first time. However lmust come clean
and say I am an eleclronics engineer by trai-

ning so I do have an advantage, but I tried to
look at this as if an inexperienced constructor:
They even give you resistor colour codes to
follow. Do walch for the position and orienta-
tion of components. However there is one er-
ror The part list: Note lC15 should be a 79105

{not 78105}, the circuit is correct.
Also some individual set-up of PC's can
prevent the V2 PC Scope from working with

its serial control This can be cured by installing
the entire EPt Serialsoftware from the download
area of the tPE web site at;

ftp://ftp.epemag.wimborne.co.uUpub/Pl CS/SerialOCV
Accessible via the Downloads section of their
home page wwwepemag.co.uk

Download all the files into a temporary folder
make sure you have no other applications run-
ning {including virus checkers, email clients,
Visual Basic ect and run the SFTUPexe and
follow the prompis. This will install a copy of the
OCX; and all its sub-components and correctly
install and register them. The OCX software has
been tested with Windows 98, 2000, ME and XP
You may only need to do lhis with the original
FPt Visual Basic software.
The listing is not a final program but it does give
you a basis to work from. lt will display both
channels and show you a spectrum display from
channel one. At start up you can select simulate,
enter 'S" at the prompt, so you do not need the
hardware connected to give you an idea of what
can be achieved. lf you do have the hardware
the enter 'R' for Real, then you will be asked
which serialport you are using. lf you look at the
my program listing it will give you a good idea
how to control the card. But here is some
additional information to help you.

$gpd ttsn 'GO'tell the PIC to get ready to send
Receive unu Wait for an 'R'to be sent from PIC

{lndicales Ready}
Send "B' Tell the PIC to send a block {256
samples, B block per channel, 16 in total)
Send usu Tell the PIC to get ready to receive
setting data {Gain, Bias and AC/DC coupling}
Receive xv' Valib Baud, could not get this to
work on my own code or the original Visual
Basic program. But is not important unless you
wish to change the baud rate. Nol a good idea
anyway

NO LF and/Of CR On xcr, I'Rrr, xBtt Of frsx COm-

mands.
Data returned does have LF and CR terminators.

You need to send some other data sflg; lfis tt5tt

start command. ln the following order AC/DC
coupling & X10 attenuator this is a single number
see below. The second character to be sent is
for Gain'Channel A'followed by Bias'Channel A',
Gain 'Channel B', Bias 'Channel B',Mode (See

below) and then ilG' to end the string.
The data for the gain and bias controls are from
0 to 255



The bias setting is an offset value so for exam-
ple it can deal with positive and negative input
values, so for example to display an AC signal
such as a sine wave it would be best to sei the
bias to 127 so the analogue to digital converter
works at it's mid range, so the AC single will

swing either side of this value.
Gain settings can be anything you like from 0 to
255. But as a guide the following values will give
you some known gain settings.

23=/lA
48=15

84=/2
127=XL

17A=X2

213=X5
233=X10

The firsi piece of data after the usu start com-
mand set the AC/DC coupling and the attenualor
This is all controlled as a B bit word in to a B bit
output port in the hardware as follows,

l=ChannelA X10 attenuator {Bit 1}

2=ChannelA AC/DC coupling {Bit 2}

4=ChannelB AC/CD coupling {Bit 3)

B=Channel B X10 attenuator {Bit 4)

Just add together the numbers you require, so
for example send '12', will set the AC/DC coup-
ling to DC and the X10 attenuator to '0n' again
for channel B

The mode command near the end of the slring is

as follows,
0=Oscilloscope Mode
l=Spectrum Mode
2=Digital Analyser Mode
Note, ln this listing the spectrum mode is not
used, but does need to be sent.

Another aspect I have included in the listing is

FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) so that you can have
spectrum displays. This is more a library of rou-
tines. I claim no originality for these they are tran-
scribed from the routines in the "The Scientist
and Engineers guide"{4). This also goes into
details of how Fast Fourier liansforms work so I

will not repeat here. lt is not perfect but does
give a good idea whal can be done in terms of
signalprocessing and display on the QL platform.

Sources and References
I have no connection with any of the organisa-
tions below. They are just what I have used in the
preparation of this article.
(1) "Everyday Practical Electronics" magazine

htlp:/lw w w.ep ema g .c o.uk
{2} "Farnell" source of eleclronic components

h ttp ://ww w.f a rnel[.com
t3) "Magenla Electronics" source of pre-

programmed PIC's
ht tp ://www.me genla 20 00 .co.uk

(4) "The Scientisl and Engineer's Guide lo
Digilal Signal Processing", Chapter 12.

hltp://www.dspguide.com/pdf book.htm

The listing is rather long and would fill abouf I or 9 pages of this magazine. As promised at lhe
slart of fhis volume not to print long listings anymore but make fhem avadable al
www.QlToday.com
I have forwarded the listing lo Bruce Nicholh who mainlains this websile and I am sure you will be
able to download il from there by the time you read lhese lines.

George GwIt writes:
Leller lo QL Today re Norman Dunbar's Article
Easy PEasy Parl 1

Although Norman claims that most of the article
is based on what I wrote in a readme file I have
two small comments.
1. On page 15 the contents of Dl are shown as

the position of the pointer This is quite cor-
rect, but it is essential to know that the co-or-
dinates are absolule and not relative to the

program's window or any of its sub-windows.

2. Al the top of page 16 the table indicates that
D4.B contains the 'fvent number' and that
D2.W contains the 'Event code'. This is quite
correct but the text above wrongly shows
the reverse. The event nurnbers look peculi-

arly arbitrary. The numbers 16 to 23 are in

fact the bit numbers in the event vector cor-
responding to the events. This event vector
is the long word at $14 of the window status
area, whose address is at wslO.



ln America, there are two views of how the
Universe originated. The oldest is the biblical de-
scription in the book of genesis, called'creatio-
nism'. The second is the scientific description of
evolution, which applies not only to living things,
but also to all forces and matter

Crealionists consider that life is so complex
lhat it must have been created perfectly by an
intelligent God, thal is, using 'intelligent design'.
Science has analysed most aspects of reality in

far greater detail, and has come to lhe conclu-
sion that the universe is so old that the mere
forces of nature combined with probability have
had the time to generate ever more complex
structures into what we see today Take the case
of man, For creationists man is perfect, being in
'God's image', but for Science man is imperfect,
as continuous and numerous birth defects prove,
but on average, evolution has given man enough
variability to survive from one generation to the
next, imperfect as he may be.

In a military sense, intelligence is just masses
of raw data collected far and wide. For the an-
cient Greek, Asiatic and Jewish philosophers, in-

telligence was the quest for Wisdom, distilled
from generations of study and debate of all ga-

thered knowledge, honed into a set of recom-
mendations of how to live life in a harmonious
way Religious intelligence is none other than a

vast knowledge of all the world's sacred texts

Modern psychologists test people's brains to
evaluate their lQs, tintelligence quotas), which aF

lows them to measure their ability to come to lo-
gicaldeductions, which is probably most peoples'
idea of what intelligence means. lQ is not a mea'
sure of Wisdom or generalknowledge, just a per-
son's potential to become intelligent as he grows
older

We could study the 'clever' way stars produce
all known elements from hydrogen, but this would
be to adopt creationists notions of intelligent de-
sign, {which leaves room for little comment}. ln-

stead, we can look at the more productive atti-
tude of Science, which examines which individual
natural laws canalise malter and energy within
set semi-random bounds to produce organised
organic matter: in particular the DNA helix, the
matrix of life. Recently, genetics has proved the
veracity of evolutionary theory beyond all doubt,
by comparing the genes of many species.

DNA can be thought of as intelligent, as it
sorts through the genetic code in a cell, choos-
ing the best genes and repairing damaged ones.
Viruses are the simplest life-forms, but as they
are parasitic we shall not consider them here, as
they are incapable of independanl existence. So
let's move on to bacteria,

These life-forms, simple as they are, reveal an
astonishing adaptation to most environmental
conditions, from freezing temperatures to boiling
ones, from light to totally dark situations, from
acid to alkaline waters, and from rich organic
food to metallic chemical 'food', and from light-
weight to intense pressure situations. From a
Darwinian standpoint, adaptability is the main fea-
ture of intelligence, but can we say that bacteria
think? lf we observe the way in which they move
towards food sources, avoid dangers and use
various collective strategies to survive we might
well assume that they are indeed astute.

On the next evolutionary level we may consi-
der polycellular animals such as sponges or
plants. These respond very actively to different
essential stimuli and can communicale with one
another using external chemical signals to indi-

cate food sources or predators, much in the
same way that internal human organs communi-
cate using hormones. They have no nerves so
no brains, but lhey do have collective organisa-
tion to a great extenl.

One step further up the evolutionary ladder lie
vertebrates with a spinal chord, nervous system
and a rudimentary brain, such as fish. Anyone
who has kept fish in an aquarium can testify to
the fact that goldfish can be trained to respond
to signals from humans and that they have a

considerable range of complex behaviour pat-
terns. Unfortunately we generally think of fish as
dull creatures thal get easily hooked by lures or
as huge shoals that cannot avoid being trapped
in nets. {ln general we have a pretty poor impres-
sron of the animals we eat). The fact is that in
nature there are no nets nor hooks, so fish have
no fear of them. But in situations familiar to them
they can reveal a great deal of cunning and be-
havioural adaptation.

Then on to birds. Many parrots have been
taught to 'speak', as everybody knows, 'Parrot-

Fashion'. But this is because man has only re-
cently learned how to teach birds to answer



logically Crows are excellent problem-solvers
that can use all manner of tools to obtain food.
They inspect a problem such as a chinese puzzle
containing a peanut, turn their heads as they
ponder then work out a strategy to get at the
food by solving the puzzle! And all this without
language.? Yet recently people have taught Afri-
can Grey Parrots to say several hundred words,
to combine them using grammar and reply logi-
cally after reflection, and even to do simple arith-
metic.. This came as a great shock to many peo-
ple, as language is supposed to be the thing
which seperates man from animals, yet here was
proof that animals with minute brarns were capa-
ble of thought and reflection and even lie-telling!

So on and, up anolher slep to Washoe, the
bonobo ape who could use a specially devised
computer keyboard lo interact with her keepers.
She even taught her offspring to do lhe same
applying many hundreds of wordsl Now apes,like
wolves are capable of great feats of collective
tactics and strategy to obtain their goals, and live
in complex societies, like early mankind.

Man was hardly different to other apes
throughout great swathes of geological time until

he perfected language enabling him to pass on
detailed information from person to person in the
same, if more complex way that bees or ants do.

This enabled him to break the rigid social hierar-
chy imposed by the dominant males and allowed
him to begin to form complex social groups who
could make better use ol all available resources
and conslrucl an important cultural tradition
based on exchange. This was vital in hunting and
food-gathering groups who were inter-dependant
for tool-making and sharing resources such as
flints or ochre trading for decoralion.

When agriculture began to evolve from simple
forest gardening to clearing, planting and harves-
ting fields of cereals, man began to store food,
resources and knowledge enabling massive
population growth. Civilisation and cities oc-
curred, and remained largely based on the same
tribal rules until the industrial revolution disco-
vered how to harness fossil energy resources,
when the world's population exploded liberating
numerous scientists to develop knowledge and
technology to its current exponential levels. {The
downside of intelligence has been global warfare.
Even warfare demands intelligence in the form of
alliances, but real intelligence stops at such
cooperation, thereby avoiding war altogelhe$.

But Fossil fuels and many other essential
resources will definitely run out in the near future,
creating massive pollution, economic and climate

change on a scale unknown to man previously.

We can use computer models to predict future
trends, but what we need most urgently is the
intelligence to face up to the facts, persuade
everyone of the need to behave as responsible
eco-citizens and make the right choices so as to
prove that man is an intetligent species after all.

What does all this have to do with the QL and
computing? Well, for the past fourty years there
has been sporadic talk of Artificial lntelligence,
lhat is, teaching computers and robots to be-
come the super-brains that will save us all from
all of our problems. But how far has this got?

'Big Blue' managed to beat Kasparov in a
chess tournament by a short head, but big blue
used neither tactics nor strategy to win, just a
huge database of all the winning moves during
the last thirty years of the world chess series.
Machine translation programs are slill very poor
when compared to human translators as they
have no background knowledge of context nor
subtelty Robots are only just beginning to aquire
any real degree of autonomy, still requiring some
remote-control, and compared to a new-born gnu
they are hopelessly handicapped. Self-learning Al
systems are mainly good at extracting trade se-
crets from unsuspecting experts in their respec-
tive domains to declassify them in their hierarchy

So we can see that Artificial lntelligence has a

long way to go before it can ape evolutionary in-

telligence, so we must still rely on good, sound
human education to produce results and to en-
sure the future of our world's civilisation. ln my
article 'Machine Logic' I mentioned that the hu-
man brain contains some 50,000,000,000 neu-
rones. One can add that the human brain in actual
fact contains millions of billions of synapse junc-

tions, meaning we are an incredibly long way
from matching its performance. ln the meantime,
we can slill study Al to help us, for example to
improve internet user-friendliness, which could
help old people to keep in touch with their
relatives and improve their lives, The $75 One
Laptop per Child is now with us and will be on
sale in the spring of 2009, And 860,000,000
starving people in this market-based world of
ours could certainly benefit from a free internel
laptop computer showing them how to escape
from their chains of poverty

Artificial lntelligence programs are designed to
make computers think, that is, to make decisions
by themselves based on data fed into them. One
of the oldesl examples of reasoning is the Syllo-



gism of the ancient Greeks. Given two or more
stalements, one can deduce logical conclusions if

both ideas conlain common elements and lhere-
fore it is possible to make a coherent third state-
ment. This is what this Think-bas program does.

To keep it simple, the routine only acts on a

few stalements. But see how by searching asso-
ciations between sentences it can make a whole
list of deductions But its weakness is that it can-

not act on hunches like the human brain, so poor
old Plato and Diogenes are left out in the cold, as

the QL doesn'l guess that wise-men are men

too.,.

Feel free to modify the code to add and test
extra data such as 'A MAN lS A LAVATORY

CLEANER' to see what the QL thinks about So-
crates!. {Was Socrates class-concious?). This will

show you that 'artificial' Syllogisms only work
correctly when you select your vocabulary very
carefully.

I was careful to choose statements that are

compatible, using but one verbal form. 'A man is

a mortal' is much easier to dealwith than'All men

are mortals', which, if treated in the same way as

with this program, would give the reversed
deduction that 'All men are Socrates', clearly
absurd. I also used DATA statements to avoid
having to parse long sentences. This greatly sim-
plifies the coding, as does replacing spaces with
underscores making it clearer for you to under-
stand, but beware of case errors!The crux of the
routine is the cross-reference 'flagging' to indi-

cate associations between phrases.

To really impress your friends, instead of just
printing the deductions as we do here, get them
to type in a question, for example,'lS SOCRATES
A PHILOSOPHER?'. The program should parse

the question, inverse the subject and verb, look
up the list of QL deductions in the array and
prints its reply to lhe screen. Yes! the beast really
is thinking, making deductions and storing its
conclusions in memory iust as we do....even

though in a far less sophisticated way.

The human brain works mainly by the associa-
tion of ideas, but the main weakness of Al sys-
tems is the same as that for translations: Compu-
ters do not yet have an adequate mastery of lo-
gic and grammar to be able to parse fully effici-
entl\r There is plenty of scope for research in this
domain.

Professional expert systems act on hundreds
or thousands of statements, and they may also
have to use multiple conditions before coming to
correct decisions. Therefore they can come to
conclusions rapidly, but can still only make the
choices for which they are rigorously pro-

grammed. So their degree ol intelligence is still

far below that of the average man....who, {like our
womenfolk), are capable of intuition.

It can be argued that the exact definition of
intelligence must be taken from Darwin's theory
ol evolution, lt will only be possible to say that
man is intelligent after he has survived for hun-

dreds of generations after the present potential

environmental crisis. lf we extrapolate this defini-
tion to computers, computers will be deemed in-

telligent when they are capable of self-sustained
survival. But can you imagine a world where no
electronic machinery can become obsolete? We
would live in homes jammed full of out of date
gadgets that refuse to die. The QL what!

Will Artificial lntelligence really help us to feed
the World and avoid an ecological catastrophy? lt
could scarcely do worse than we are doing now..

100 ::
110 REMark illusion*bas, by S.Poole. v22nov08
120 REMark for QL Today. Beta-test by B. Coativy
130 :

1/r0 CLEAR: RESTOffi : 0PEN#1,con-16
L45 l,IINDolf 572,216,0,0: B0RDER: CI"S

tl} WIND0II 256,206,216,0: PAPER 2
160 m1=1.85: n2=n1x2: n3=rs2/8: m11=m1-.5
I70 SCALE 80,-8,-16: st=8: ss=2+?xst
180 s=ss-2: r=ss+2: t=90
190 :

200 DATA 0r0r0r0r0r0,0
210 DAIA 0rO13r5,1r0r0
220 DLTA 0,3,3,r,L,r,O
230 DATA 3,3,3,r,1,L,!
240 DATA 7,!,7,2,3,3,3
250 DATA 0,L,rr21313,O
260 DATA 0,0rLrzr3r0,0
270 DATA 0,0r0,0,0,0r0
280 :

290 DATA O,0,0,3,L,0,0,A
300 DATA 0rO13,3,l,rrO,Q



310 DATA 4,3,3,3,1,t,1,O
320 DAIA 0,6,6,6,1,1,/+,A
330 DATA 0,1,1,1,3,3,3,0
140 DATA 0,A,7,113,3 r0r0
350 DA1A 0,0,0,1,3,0,0,0
360 :

370 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0
380 DATA 0r0 13 13 r1r7,0 r0
390 DATA 0 13,3,3,Lr1,1r0
400 DATA 0,3,3,3,L,!,I,A
410 DATA 0,3,,7,,!,3,3,3,0
/t20 DATA ArltLr1t3 t3,3 tO
430 DATA o ror]r]-r3 13 roro
440 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0
450 :
460 DATA 0,0,0,5,0,0,0
4zo DAfA 0,3,3,5,r,L,a
480 DATA 0,3,3,5,L,I,a
490 DATA 6,6,6,0,/*,1,/,
500 DATA 0,a,L,2,3,3,0
510 DAIA 0r1rLr2r313,0
520 DArA 0,0,!,2,3,0,0
530 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,0,0
540 :

550 FOR up=2 I0 ss STEP st
560 FOR ae=6 ?0 ss STEP st
F.r7n READ sk: square acruprT
,80 END FOR ac: END FOR up
590 :

600 FOR up=6 T0 ss SIEP st
610 FOR ac=2 T0 ss STEP st
620 READ sk: square acruprT
630 END FOR ac: END FOR up
610 :

650 FOR up=2 T0 ss STEP st
660 FoR ac=2 T0 ss SIEP st
670 READ sk: square acrupr0
680 END FOR ac: END FOR up
690 :

700 FOR up=6 t0 ss STEP st
710 FoR ac=6 ?0 ss STEP st
720 READ sk: square ac,uprO
730 END FOR ac: 8ND FOR up: 1$=INIGY$(#1,-1)
710 ::
750 DEFine PROCedure square(xry,i)
760 LINE x,y: TURNI0 0: M0VE n1: INK i
770 PENDOI{N: FIIL 1: TURN t: MOVE n1
780 FOR j=1 T0 3: TURN t: MOVE m2

790 TURN t: MOVE n1: FILI 0: PENIIP: sq sk
800 END DEFire
810 :

820 DEFtue PR00edure sq(qr)
830 IF 1=7: INK 0: EI"SE INK 7
840 SEtect 0N qr
8r0 =1: dot 0 :

860 =2: dot 180:
820 =J: dot 90
880 =/t: dot 90
890 =5: dot 90
900 =6: dot 0
910 =REMAINDER
920 END SELeet
930 END DEFine
910 :

950 DEFine PR00edure dot(dt)
960 LINE x,y: TURNT0 dt: M0VE n11: TURN t: MOVE m11: squ
970 END DEFine
980 :

990 DEFi.ne PROCedure squ
1000 PEND0I'IN: FIII 1: TIJRN t: M0VE m3

1010 FOR j-1 T0 3: TURN t: MOVE m3

1020 TIIRN t: II{0VE n3: FILL 0: PENIIP
1010 END DEFire

dot 180
dot 270
dot 270
dot 180
dot 0
dot 270
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